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The Citadel's Student Parking Survey

This report was generated on 11/05/18. Overall 896 respondents completed this questionnaire.
The report has been filtered to show the responses for 'All Respondents'.

The following charts are restricted to the top 999 codes. 

What type of campus user are you?

Cadet (656)

5th Year Day Student (5)

MECEP (5)

Veteran Student (47)

CGC Undergraduate Student (42)

CGC Graduate Student (134)

CGC Online Undergraduate/Graduate Student (7)

5%

1%

15%

73%

1%

1%

5%

What class of the SCCC do you belong?

4th Class  (40)

3rd Class (180)

2nd Class (236)

1st Class (199) 30%

6%

28%

36%

On a normal day, what mode of transportation do you typically use to arrive on campus?

Drive alone (223)

Carpool (3)

Carta (-)

Bike/Walk (4)

Other (3)

2%

1%

96%

1%
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Other, please specify:

Motorcycle

Live on campus

Computer

Do you have a car at school?

Yes (557)

No (98)

85%

15%

Do you have a Citadel parking permit?

Yes (664)

No (118) 15%

85%
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Which shaded area do you regularly park?
(Note: List of parking is in alphabetical order.)

Altman  (113)

Avenue of Remembrance (24)

Bastin Gravel (-)

Bastin Hall (3)

Boiler Lot (-)

Bond Hall (8)

Cadet Store (-)

Capers Hall (69)

City Gym (118)

Congress Street (5)

Deas Hall (12)

East Stadium (36)

Former Residential Offices (-)

General North (19)

General South (12)

General Vet (12)

Grier Ave (1)

Hammond Ave (-)

HR Center (3)

Infirmary (94)

Jenkins Avenue (3)

Kovats Field (54)

Laundry (1)

Law Barracks (7)

Lee Avenue (8)

Lesesne Gateway (1)

LeTellier Hall (11)

Mark Clark Hall (3)

Motor Pool (-)

Murray Barracks (13)

Padgett-Thomas Barracks (8)

President (-)

Rifle Range (31)

Seignious Hall (2)

Stevens Barracks (45)

Summerall Gate (6)

Tennis Center (29)

Thompson Hall (6)

Vandiver Hall (-)

Wilson Field (9)

Other (19)

1%

2%

14%

1%

0%

3%

0%

2%

0%

0%

12%

7%

15%

1%

2%

9%

5%

2%

2%

4%

0%

0%

4%

1%

1%

1%

1%

0%

2%

1%

0%

6%

1%
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Other, please specify:

Outside the gates along the street

Elm wood avenue

off campus

Park off campus on elmwood

I park at one of the parks outside of campus and walk on campus. I already pay enough in tuition, books,
and lab fees so I don't feel like I should have to pay for a parking pass every semester too....Especially
considering our evening classes keep getting cut short because of the cadet's "study hall", which costs us
an hour of class time a week.

Street off campus

My Classes are at LowCountry Graduate Center, but when I do come to campus for something. It is hard
to find parking for a non-permitted car.

I've used street parking outside of lesesne gateway.

street parking off campus

Not on Campus

Off campus

Hagood Ave, outside of campus gate

On street

Side street

Computer

Moultrie

Neighborhood
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If your regular parking area has no availability or is flooded where do you park?
(Note: List of parking is in alphabetical order.)

Altman  (47)

Avenue of Remembrance (37)

Bastin Gravel (3)

Bastin Hall (2)

Boiler Lot (4)

Bond Hall (19)

Cadet Store (1)

Capers Hall (41)

City Gym (39)

Congress Street (4)

Deas Hall (12)

East Stadium (13)

Former Residential Offices (5)

General North (18)

General South (12)

General Vet (6)

Grier Ave (5)

Hammond Ave (6)

HR Center (1)

Infirmary (61)

Jenkins Avenue (15)

Kovats Field (96)

Laundry (22)

Law Barracks (3)

Lee Avenue (21)

Lesesne Gateway (2)

LeTellier Hall (13)

Mark Clark Hall (7)

Motor Pool (-)

Murray Barracks (11)

Padgett-Thomas Barracks (6)

President (-)

Rifle Range (21)

Seignious Hall (9)

Stevens Barracks (29)

Summerall Gate (14)

Tennis Center (25)

Thompson Hall (7)

Vandiver Hall (5)

Wilson Field (13)

Other (107)

5%

0%

5%

1%

0%

1%

3%

6%

0%

5%

2%

2%

2%

1%

1%

2%

14%

1%

3%

4%

2%

3%

1%

1%

2%

0%

3%

2%

8%

13%

1%

0%

0%

1%

3%

1%

2%

1%

1%
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Other, please specify:

Trick question, you get a parking ticket. There are not enough spots in kovats now that a row has been
claimed for faculty staff

I park on the street due to the limited parking on campus.

Wherever I can

Off campus

I park by the stadium and walk in

MUSC parking garage

We generally "create" our own spaces in the Capers lot.

A side street further away

my house

Home

I cant Park anywhere else because if I do I get towed, because the citadel charges outrageous amounts of
money to park and dies not give us places to park if parked in a flood zone.

Blue Book 1.17.3.6 does not allow us to use another parking space (Unless the director of public safety
makes the entire lot move), and 1.17.3.5 says I will be ticketed if I use an unauthorized space (in this case,
any lot other than my parking permit's)

Parking Garage

Off Campus

As a cadet we think we will get ticketed if we try to park anywhere else, I try to find a friend and park my
car on their property

MUSC parking garage

The area I park in has never been flooded in the 3 years I have been at the school

wherever I can find or simply off campus at a relative's house

Girlfriend’s house

Parents house

Home

Off campus

Host family

It's always one of the parks off of campus.

Hasn’t been flooded yet; haven’t had issue in evening finding a spot; not sure where I would park - maybe
see if visitor spot was open.

Street different block

On the street out side of the gate

On the street outside of the citadel gates

Off campus

MUSC parking garage

street parking off campus

I have not had this problem

Off Campus

MUSC Parking Garage
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Other, please specify:

Home

Not at school

I have no idea where I would park

MUSC parking

Friends House

Not on campus

Streets surrounding the school

I dont know

on moultrie outside Lessene Gate

wherever I can find a spot and usually it is in a visitor's spot

has never happened to me before

MUSC PARKING GARAGE

Off campus, a friend's apartment

Street parking

A friends house downtown

Wherever I can find parking. I'm not aware of anywhere a student with a red parking tag is allowed to park
other than Kovaks, which is very disappointing.

Road off campus

On street

MUSC parking Garage

street

Meter parking spots in front of the stadium/

MUSC parking garage

iPhone

Side street, motorcycle parking

I usually have to leave campus if there is serious fooding. I'm in the National Guard and have to leave
school before hurricanes hit

Never experienced such a situation

MUSC Parking Garage

I haven't had an issue of flooding or no availability yet.

Neighborhood

Anywhere it doesn't really matter, I'm just going to receive a ticket anyway.

I have only not been able to park due to school events where I would park at the MUSC deck, and if it was
flooded I would not know where I could park.

MUSC Garage

MUSC

Wherever I can find a spot.

MUSC parking garage
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Other, please specify:

Have never had no space to park in my specified lot.  Granted, I often times come back earlier to ensure
that I get a spot as I frequently see off-campus decals in infirmary lot.  I also do not have any direct
experience with my lot flooding and not being able to find a spot because of it.

idk

Off campus apartment

What Barracks do you live in?

Murray (115)

Padgett-Thomas (136)

Law (80)

Watts (122)

Stevens (104)

14%

21%

24%

19%

22%

How often do you drive your car in a week?

Never (4)

Once (67)

Twice (227)

Three or more (258)

1%

41%

12%

46%
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What time do you typically arrive to campus?

Before 7 AM (9)

7 AM - 7:59 AM (29)

8 AM - 8:59 AM (10)

9 AM - 9:59 AM (9)

10 AM - 10:59 AM (5)

Between 11 AM and 2:59 PM (14)

3 PM - 3:59 PM (25)

4 PM - 4:59 PM (52)

5 PM - 5:59 PM (65)

After 6 PM (9)

2%

13%

4%

4%

4%

11%

29%

23%

4%

6%

During the semester, under worse case conditions, how long does it typically take you to 
find a parking spot?

<5 min (100)

5-10min (90)

11+ min (38) 17%

40%

44%

How often do you move your car in a day?

Never (165)

Once (45)

Twice (16)

Three or more (1)

7%

0%

73%

20%
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What time do you typically leave campus for the day?

Before 3 PM (19)

3 PM - 3:59 PM (17)

4 PM - 4:59 PM (10)

5 PM - 5:59 PM (10)

After 6 PM (170)

8%

8%

4%

75%

4%

How often does your desired parking location change due to flooding?

Never (434)

Once a semester (180)

Once a month (133)

Once a week (28)

Daily (6) 1%

23%

4%

56%

17%

How long does it typically take for you to walk from your parking spot to your destination?

<5 min (382)

5-10min (220)

11+ min (183)

49%

23%

28%

What do you consider a reasonable walk time from your parking spot to your destination?

<5 min (558)

5-10min (220)

11+ min (7) 1%

71%

28%
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Have you ever not found a legal parking space? 

No (341)

Yes, about once a semester or less (196)

Yes, about once a month (108)

Yes, two to three times per month (92)

Yes, once or more a week (47)

12%

25%

44%

6%

14%

What are your perceptions about current parking permit prices?

Much too low (9)

Too low (5)

Fair (62)

Too High (250)

Much too high (457)

1%

58%

32%

1%

8%

What are your general impressions on parking availability?

Never Enough (can’t find a space) (149)

Occasionally not enough (433)

Adequate (214)

Occasionally available (34)

Always Available (55)

17%

4%

24%

6%

49%
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What are your perceptions about parking enforcement ticket prices?

Much too low (4)

Too low (5)

Fair (254)

Too High (206)

Much too high (184)

Don't Know (231) 26%

1%

23%

21%

29%

1%

If there were a lower cost parking option that required additional travel time, would you be 
interested?

No (302)

Yes, if the total additional wait time was less than 5 minutes. (315)

Yes, if the total additional wait time was less than 10 minutes. (192)

Yes, if the total additional wait time was less than 20 minutes. (25)

Yes, regardless of time. (50)

36%

22%

34%

3%

6%

While we realize you may not use parking during your tenure at The Citadel, we would 
appreciate your constructive ideas or solutions for dealing with parking issues.  Due to 
construction, renovations, and growth, The Citadel is facing a shortage of parking spaces 
available to campus users.  Have you had a similar experience at work or another institution 
and how was it resolved?

Yes it was not resolved but there was an effort to separate the overflow by making the schedule
coordinate with the parking capacity.  In order for The Citadel to do that it would be necessary to limit the
capacity of the CGC class schedule to be synchronized with the capacity of the available parking.

Easily accessible online parking maps

In some cases off site parking has been provided with frequent transportation around the campus from the
parking.

No

A parking garage provides more parking spaces per square foot of land.
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How could parking at the Citadel be improved? What solutions would you offer?

Keep haygood sidewalk gate open for the goldstar Charleston pass sophomores coming from Altman/city
gym till 10:30

Have more priority on seniors. I arrived late to school due to an illness and when I arrived, despite telling
the school, there was no on campus available which is promised to seniors. I am a commuter and was told
I’d have to park in stadium east as a senior. This was unacceptable due to my status as a senior and a
commuter and I had to wait for someone to lose their parking privilege just to get a spot still a good
distance from my battalion

n/a

Quit giving baseball players tickets for parking by MFH before and after practice and take the boot off of
the grey car that is owned by the athletic department by Vandiver.

Too many parking places were issued to Stevens so occasionally there are instances where parking runs
out even though I pay to park there. also there needs to be stricter enforcement for people parking in the
wrong lots especially people from altman and city gym thinking they can park in stevens.

Lower the cost, the price is way above what it should be and the money we are paying I’m not sure where
it is going becasuse parking doesn’t improve at all it has stayed the same since my freshman year. There
has been no addition of spots no parking garage nothing my parking money is just going to another portion
of the school it seems like.

Cheaper parking passes, seniors and cadets with rank and who participate in other school stuff get passes
first, then the rest of the corps until they’re gone.

I pay for a spot, I don't care about parents on parent's weekend. They should pay too if that's the case.
Have a guard out there 5$. Then take that money out of the price of my parking pass.

I would make the parking garage that the school said they were going to make and took money for. That
would make sense seeing that’s the reason the prices have gone up. Maybe you guys use common
sense. If you can’t build across you have to build up

The permit stickers should be smaller and not as brightly colored. The stickers are ugly and make my truck
look terrible off campus with a huge, bright sticker in the middle of my windshield and on my rear window.

Better safety in the gravel lots such at City Gym, Stadium East, and Altiman. These lots are often trashed,
vandalized or peoples cars get messed up. Stop patrolling for speeders or a few cadets parked in the
wrong spot once or twice.

Pave city gym and stadium east. and plant shade trees in infirmary.

Charge varying rates based on location, off campus spots should cost less than on campus. By doing this
you can still allow different classes and rank positions to get specific spots but better enforce parking in
assigned lots because if a sophomore does not pay as much as a senior then they will not have an excuse
for parking in a on campus spot. This will also allow the school to enforce parking rules based on parking
stickers during the weekends which seems to be the most inconvenient time to find a spot because cadets
with off campus stickers will move into a spot that is not rightfully theirs.

Build a parking garage on campus. There is potentially enough room behind Capers Hall or behind the
Krause Center. Parking prices are rediculous. Why does it cost the same to park right next to your
battalion as it does to park next to the football stadium?

My car has gotten broken into the security is not tight out of the gates and I do not feel save when walking
from my car at city gym at 12:30 at night.

The lots were in better condition, closer to campus, and more secure. Pave the parking lots, have a way to
secure them. Have duty teams shuttle cadets back in golf carts.
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How could parking at the Citadel be improved? What solutions would you offer?

An entire row of cadet spaces have been taken and repainted as faculty and staff only.(while cadets were
parked there)  Teachers use campus police as a weapon against cadets  I have received tickets for
parking in a cadet space in my parking area. The ticket said 'not actually a cadet space' and included a
$25 fine

Guys, why on earth do we pay hundreds and hundreds of dollars for the simple ability to drive home and to
the store when we need to?! This honestly is ridiculous and needs to be fixed! Build a parking garage! I
am a junior and I should not be walking to the stadium in order to get to my car! We all want 3 things: more
secure parking lots (I know multiple people who have had their vehicles broken into), more accessible
parking lots (not behind the stadium as far away as you can get from campus), and simply more parking
spaces (we need more! Especially on campus! [which is where the parking garage will come in]).

On campus parking for seniors and junior cadre.

Somehow find a way to get parking closer to the actual campus of the citadel

Tennis court was not an option to choose for the first section. Add a parking garage next to the holiday
alumni center. Don’t let sophomores park at the school/don’t  let them have a car. This would minimize
alcohol violations as well.

Offer more veteran parking options please

Stop ticketing every car. Pay more attention to the outside lots because there’s people that break into
cars. It’s ridiculous to pay $700 for a parking pass yet I have to park off campus and have a 15 minute
walk to get to my car.

All Juniors being able to park on campus.

Build a parking garage instead of a new business building

I understand that parking in Charleston is expensive, but the nearly $600 price for parking is a lot
considering we already pay $30,000 in tuition each year(and that is in-state!!!). I am on scholarship and
every little cost adds up and makes things harder on me and my family...

Better security in the parking lots off campus. My car had been broken in to multiple times. I have a soft
top on my jeep and my parents don’t let me keep it at school anymore because of it.

As an evening undergrad student we have no legal assigned parking spot before 5pm and the parking
pass does not enable us to park anywhere different. There needs to be a legal spot for us to park before
5pm

Don't boot someone's vehicle because we are not allowed to move our cars while we are in class. I would
suggest waiting until at least 3:00 pm to boot someone's vehicle. It is completely unfair to the cadet to
ticker his or her car during the morning hours.

Replace kovats with a parking garage.

In the gravel/grass lot in Altman throughout the week the elements stir up a lot of dust and dirt, making the
vehicles filthy.  I have neither the time or the money to wash my car every weekend. Having a dirty vehicle
is not very professional and makes cadets look unprincipled. Paving the lot, although expensive, would
provide a much better parking experience for cadets.

Parking garage! Had one at my high school and it as magical!

Build an on campus parking garage that can fit more people on campus. This would help lower parking
problems and decrease chances of theft that occur with parking in the far lots.

More veteran parking and cheaper parking permit prices for veterans.

More on campus parking spots and lower the price of parking.

cheapen it, and dont organize the giving out of permits the way you did this year
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How could parking at the Citadel be improved? What solutions would you offer?

Maybe reward Juniors with rank preference to on-campus parking instead of  us over and putting
us in Stadium East, City Gym, and Altman while there are sophomores on campus. Another thing, the
price to park here, while lower than some places, is laughably expensive. I’m  near putting myself in
debt to just pay the parking and  infirmary charges because every time I go there, the infirmary gives
me random meds and charges me for them. You money-hungry  need to lighten up on us Cadets.

 I’m paying 52k PER YEAR as an Out of State cadet. I believe that if I’m going to be charged that
much to be here, I should  well get good parking where I’m not walking a mile or, at the very least,
have an infirmary that hasn’t almost cost me literal body parts from improper treatment for infections that I
picked up in the barracks while trying to stay clean. Riddle me that one, huh?

More parking options for the citadel graduate students because that capers hall parking lot is not always
reliable!

A parking garage

Get smacks off campus

Make it clear to visitors that cadet spots are for cadets only. There have been many times throughout my
cadet career that visitors have been on campus for sporting events on Sunday or during leave days and
have taken over cadet lots in Altman and City Gym because there were empty spaces and they did not
feel like walking far or pay for parking.

A parking garage.

Pay by days per week on campus for CGC students. Parking Permit prices aren't fair when you're on
campus one day a week when there is no issue with parking ever.

No sophomores on campus. Juniors and seniors have been here longer and deserve that more

The reason why there is a lack of parking availability is because the classes of 20 and 21 are so large that
it fills up the lots. Paying 500 plus dollars for a gravel spot or any parking location is absurd. Also, public
safety does not seem to understand that some cadets have extenuating circumstances where a minor
parking infraction may occur. This results in unfair distribution of parking tickets that are extremely
overpriced. Also, when it comes to moving vehicles off to the MUSC parking garage that space fills up to a
point where not everyone can find a spot. There needs to be a limit of who can park on campus rather
than charging excessive amounts of money to cadets when parking is a clustered mess most of the time.

More on campus parking for juniors. I think we should creat more parking or maybe even build a parking
garage on campus.

By not selling out student parking options to Alumni to tailgate in. Cadets should be first priority when it
comes to the parking space, instead the school sells out our parking spots for football games and requires
Cadets to find additional parking after already paying $600+ for their space.

if I'm going to pay an incredible high parking price I shouldn't have to lose my spot several times
throughout the year for events the school hosts.  I payed for the spot I should have some right to that spot.
less of a concern for the first class but the 2nd and 3rd class have to move their cars on an almost bi
weekly basis and pay the same rate as everyone else.

Parking garage

- Build a Parking garage for cadets only, use scanners to open a gate put on our windshields - Use 4
floors and label spots for Sophomore, Juniors and Seniors. Let people that can't drive home every
vacation leave their cars here when possible. - Don't ticket us on campus for parking if we have already
payed for parking and you don't have enough spaces. It's parking a car, not committing a crime.

The safety of outlying lots needs to be improved. Somebody broke into my vehicle in City Gym, and I had
to pay for damages out of pocket, which I felt was unreasonable given the amount of money that cadets
pay for parking.
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How could parking at the Citadel be improved? What solutions would you offer?

Please have the parking officials do their jobs (not the campus police - the campus police are actually
fantastic and have been helpful). At least once a week when I return from my internship I cannot find any
parking spots in the parking lot where I was assigned a sticker. I park in general south - parking for cadets
right along the track. More than 17 times this semester I have not been able to find a parking spot due to
people other than the cadets parking in the spots that are assigned for CADETS only. I pay good money
for a parking space that I have difficulty even getting a spot for and have had hours of my time being
wasted by searching for a parking spot. I've had to go to the campus police 3-4 times to get a parking pass
to park somewhere else so my car wouldn't get ticketed. Apparently, it's okay for a faculty or random
person to park in a cadet spot, but god-forbid, a cadet parks in a faculty spot during the week and it seems
like the world starts to crumble. I really would like to have this "double-standard" addressed. I simply don't
have the time to spend 30-45 minutes trying to find a spot at least once a week, if not more. I would offer
that there should be a higher priority towards cadets who actually cough up money to be at this place over
professors who are paid to be here. Last, some major parking areas should be merged together, such as
all of the parking spots over by Wilson and there should be no delineation of parking spots for faculty vs
cadets.

More security. I have seen people trying to dig through cadets' cars in the Altman lot

Offer closer parking, and give parking but class grade. Ex: seniors are on campus, juniors on campus but
further away than seniors, sophomores are on or off campus depending on availability

Lower permit prices please!

Sophomores should not be able to have cars on campus

Build a parking garage

Make more spaces on campus. Do not make us pay so much money for on campus parking then make us
move our cars when an event occurs. That is a waste of money to not get to use it all the time.

Give graduate students free parking passes. There aren't many of us, and we are rarely on campus during
daytime hours. I meet with my advisor once a week from 3:00 to 3:15, and I'm not paying for a parking
pass to park for fifteen minutes, but I might still get a ticket for parking in visitor spaces.

Stop blocking so many spots off with cones. If parking somewhere is important for someone, they should
arrive early like everyone else. If they really can't walk then they are probably important enough for a golf
cart to shuttle them around anyways.

Lower the price of the parking permit. Charging $650.00 for a parking space half a mile from campus and
then not even being able to park there year-round is ridiculous. There is no reason for the price of parking
to go up every year aside from the school wanting more money. Other colleges charge far less for parking
that is way better that what is offered to cadets.

Give Rank holders preference over privates.

Build a parking garage. Take advantage of vertical construction. perhaps behind Wilson field or part of
Kovats lot?

A dedicated central parking complex would be extremely helpful.

There needs to be more on campus parking. Altman and city gym are way too far away when it is raining
for the weather is not good.

BUILD A PARKING GARAGE! It would free up so much space. Therefore, the citadel can use it for
something else. Hopefully!
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How could parking at the Citadel be improved? What solutions would you offer?

When there are football games there should be a schedule for the transport times from the parking garage
back to campus, more spaces on campus should be reserved for cadets, after all we pay to be here while
faculty are paid to be here. Also if a cadet is parked on campus when they aren’t supposed to, instead of
an immediate ticket they should receive an email or notification and given the next morning to live their
vehicle. On Wednesday’s student should be allowed to park on campus after lunch due to most of us not
having class. Parking in front of barracks should be enforced more thoroughly but not by tickets, with the
limit being 15 minutes in front of battalion which would help with traffic flow.

Create a vertical parking structure(s) on campus to provide increased availability that is not subject to
flood issues. Make it blend with the rest of campus buildings.

Don’t charge as much because our cars are outside 24/7 in a terrible environment that we don’t even get
to use that often. We already pay a ridiculous amount of money for room and board (that does not  have a
reason to be that expensive either). It’s just one more way the school takes advantage of its students.

this survey is pointless, nothing will change.

More cadet parking on campus

Well one of those female officers are very rude and refuse to give temporary parking permits until a person
can afford to buy a permit.  Plus she attempts to make veterans buy the entire year even if they are only
on campus for one semester.  She is argumentative and uses provocative language toward veteran
student.   The parking situation would improve if she was more fair toward the student parking and
financial situation.  Build more parking spaces is also within the consideration.

Have an accountability system to track who your repeat offenders are. People who commit one parking
violation shouldn't receive a ticket the first time out.

When handing out the parking pass do it by class.

Parking permits/locations should be given out based on class, instead of first come first serve basis.

Parking garage

Purchasing a decal for $75 each semester is too expensive. I would suggest that instead of paying per
semester, pay per academic year.

Build a parking garage

2-3 level parking garage. Built where city gym parking lot is located. Seniors have priority over all parking
on campus and then whichever spots are left on campus can trickle down to juniors. The remaining juniors
and sophomores that need spots can park in the parking garage.

Have a shuttle service from City Gym and persons from that area. This would eliminate a lot of time to get
cadets to their barracks, and it would give more jobs or duties towards cadets with punishments.

While I am so thankful for the opportunity to park on campus, increased parking availability would be
WONDERFUL! I kindly suggest creating more places to park, and if possible, please lower the parking fee.
:-)

Level the grass in the area that will eventually be Bastion Hall and use that as a temporary gravel parking
lot extension for Kovats until the building is constructed.

There should be designated junior spots instead of bunching them with sophomores.

No sophomores parking on campus, all seniors first priority. Receive a warning before a parking ticket. If
infractions are minor, non-repetitive, and the tickets get paid for DO NOT REVOKE PARKING
PRIVLEDGE. If parking privilege is revoked, provide a REFUND of initial parking pass fee.

Pave the parking lots and let cadets move their cars in pts.
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How could parking at the Citadel be improved? What solutions would you offer?

The Citadel should try and make a deal with someone to use the lots across from the Joe Riley Stadium
for most of the year. The Riverdogs season only overlaps the schoolyear for about a month total. You
should charge less for these spots since they are so far and allow students and faculty to have the choice
of parking there. Also it would not be a far walk for faculty that work in the football stadium or the alumni
center. You should look at my parking proposal which was a project I did for Dr. Davis in Civil engineering
last year. Also you could consider building a lot near where the Marine Obstacle Course. Please email or
see me if you have any questions. Frankly, the parking situation here is not up to par.

Build a parking garage.

There needs to be an organized system for parking spaces. If there is a limited amount of parking in for
example Stevens, then there should be a number for each slot so that the cadet who has that spot can
always guarantee that it'll be cleared for them. Another thing is the nonsense of parking on campus for the
weekend. Not only does everyone from City Gym or Altman come on campus and take the majority of the
parking but also those cadets don't move their cars back by the end of the weekend. Keep the cars in their
respective areas because it's not that hard to walk or ask for a ride to your car.

All hands email when activities are taking place that reduce parking availability.

Make parking spots that are big enough to fit a truck in. I constantly have to squeeze into a tight space and
have no room to get out.  To do this the parking lots would have to be a little wider. Also have an assigned
spot in the parking lot so you know exactly where to go and dont have to search for a spot, which could
end up being undesirable.

I think that they need to chill the heck out on giving tickets. I can park somewhere for 5 minutes and come
back out with a ticket.

All Seniors and Junior rank holders should be allowed to park on campus.

With regard to "Red Tag" parking spots, multiple spots are filled in gravel and have time to time been
blocked by trailers and equipment. As these spots having individuals who pay to park in them, they should
be left open to ensure a maximum number of cars can be met. With regard to the Summerall Gate parking,
requiring individuals to pay for a permit to park in a poorly maintained dirt lot is unacceptable. Having
these sections paved and marked would ensure that individuals who park their are parking legally within
bounds and would maximize the amount of cars that could be parked in that area, short of a parking
garage.

Not charging so high for parking

Consider pay meters.  Build a parking garage.

More parking

Sophomores should not be allowed any on campus parking, regardless of cadet rank or position. As a 2nd
Class Junior Cader Sergeant, I should not have to walk more than 11 minutes to my parking at Altman,
while a Sophomore gets to part at Infirmary lot.

Actually build the parking garage that we have been getting charged so much extra for in the last few
years or lower the price to something that reflects the poor parking conditions. Not only is it crowded and
flooded but it is also in a bad area of town that I am uncomfortable walking to my parking space at night
alone. Instead of building a whole new building for a major that is perfectly fine staying in Bond and
Capers hall build a parking garage in that lot that would be available for student and staff parking.

Cadets have way to many parking spaces and locations that make no sense. Also have alot of parking
spaces being utilized for trailers with flat tires and/or have never been moved or used. Veteran parking is
at the furthest points on campus. Most of of the veterans are have some sort of disability and are being
required to walk the furthest to class. Also here of cadets with multiple vehicles on campus. Cadets
vehicles should be at the furthest points on campus. Most of them cannot drive anywhere during the day
or week so why do they need prime parking. Parking around practice football field should be opened up for
more parking regardless of permit. Not just cadet parking.
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How could parking at the Citadel be improved? What solutions would you offer?

Where Kovats field is build a parking garage. It doesn't have to be huge but it would help with parking.You
will be able to gain money over the summer from businesses or events around the area that ask to use the
parking garage. A parking garage is around $50 a square foot to build. Find an Alumni that owns a
construction company and get them to cut you a deal. I know it isn't that easy and costs a lot of money but
it is an idea.

Offer up parking based on rank and class. With exceptions for cadre. IE: Senior rank holders get
precedence, then senior privates, then cadre juniors, then junior rank holders, then junior privates, then
finally move onto sophomore cadre, then sophomore rank holders, then sophomore privates.  The current
system doesn't seem fair because there are junior rank holders parking at Altman when some sophomore
rank holders are at Kovats.

Myself, as well as many other cadets would be much more willing to bring cars to campus if the passes
weren’t so darn expensive. I’m already paying out of state tuition, so paying 600 some dollars for a parking
pass just isn’t within the budget. Especially since I run the risk of parking in a grass or gravel parking lot
somewhere way off campus.

If a individual pays 500 dollars a year to park their car on campus then that parking spot is theirs and they
shouldn’t have to move their car every home football game and big weekend

I love how half of the corps has to walk 20 minutes to get to their car

Remove on campus housing.

Base parking off of cadet class. There should not be sophomores parking on campus while there are
Juniors still parking off campus.

Allow for the junior's to get picks before the sophomores because it seems unreasonable that juniors
should have to walk a while while sophomore privates get the close on campus parking

Since we are paying so much money to park our cars off campus, we shouldn’t be required to move them
for an event.

I shouldn't have to pay 600+ to have to walk half an hour to my vehicle and have to move it every football
game so tailgaters can park. the space I paid for it, I shouldn't have to move. parking prices are ridiculous,
and there's not enough of it. we park on citadel owned land so that's a straight profit for the citadel,
robbing students of even more money.

Parking garage on campus

stop making cadets move their cars for big weekends if they park on campus, create a parking lot for
families that come

Build a parking garage on campus, and lower the parking prices until there is a confirmed date to build a
parking garage. It is not the  responsibility of those paying for parking to fund the football team (so the
rumor mill says). Additionally (building from the rumor mill's thoughts), it is violation of South Carolina state
law to use funds for a purpose other than what the fees were paid for, per Proviso 117.8 of the Annual
Appropriations Bill. If there was a parking authority as its own campus entity, there would not be a need for
this survey, as the funding to that entity would cover the expenses to build a parking garage, as parking
prices have been on the rise for at least the past 4 years now. Just a quick run of numbers, if 1200 cadets
paid $625 for parking, that's 3/4 of a million dollars paid in just one year towards parking. Funding should
not be an issue if the prices are where they are.  Possible locations to build such a facility could be:
Altman, Stadium East, City Gym, Infirmary (assuming the bottom deck is high enough off the ground to
ensure flooding won't be an issue), over by where Bastin Hall is supposed to go up. The issue with the first
three is that people would not be able to tailgate. My problem with that is I paid over $600 to be kicked out
of my parking space just so people can occupy my parking spot for free on a Saturday.   Building a parking
garage would be a costly investment, but so is 600 bucks for broke students that are going further into
debt from student loans just to type our responses. A parking garage is a long term solution to parking
and, given all the alumni donations and the constant raising of tuition and parking prices, I don't think a
parking garage is too outlandish of an idea.
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How could parking at the Citadel be improved? What solutions would you offer?

Make it cheaper please God

East side stadium is too far

Base parking location more off of barracks location. 5th battalion is not far from city gym but 1st makes the
walk almost not worth it to leave at times.

Not sure. Maybe a little cheaper or a yearly option for less.

It's ridiculous that I have to constantly move my car. It's already a long walk.

A parking garage while expensive at first could be a solution.

Make sure all parking areas are accessible to all car types and are all safe from flooding. For example the
lip on Murray parking is ridiculous, it should not be that high of a gap.

Don't issue warnings on Mondays and then Tickets on Tuesday because nobody other than seniors would
check their car except on a Wednesday/Weekend. Lower the cost of parking.

The parking permit honestly should be cheaper. I think 70+ a semester is a little ridiculous. I could park
just outside the gate, but I feel safer parking in a well lit parking lot. I don't think students, especially those
only on campus at night, should have to pay over 150.00 a year just to have a safe place to park their car.

LOWER PRICES! FILL IN POTHOLES in Altman/city gym/stadium East! Don’t ticket cadets for wrong spot
when there’s 50 other spots open next to them.

Most times parking availability is adequate depending on what building you must go to. If motorcycles
would be allowed on campus or a small lot for motorcycles only inside the gates (instead of unsecured
outside of gates) you may have more people ride to campus. Motorcycle parking does not take up much
room and you can get more bikes in an area than you can cars.

For anyone that drives a truck. The infirmary spots are way too small.

The parking lots of Altman and City Gym are constantly being targeted by locals who are trying to rob cars.
I come back every Sunday and witness people pulling on door handles and looking into windows. Having
a fence or some actual security would be helpful.

Female cadets should not be authorized to have vehicles.

People that park in Altman, stadium east, or city gym should NOT have to pay $631.78 for parking that is a
minimum of 10 minutes away and a place that floods on a regular basis.

Build a parking garage

I don't think they should have changed the rule on parking behind Capers for Graduate students. We don't
have the funds to get a parking pass when typically we are there only once a week for class. Another
issue is that Graduate students reidont have spots for them to park so driving around constantly to get a
spot to meet with a professor is ridiculous to the point that sometimes parking illegally is all you can do to
not miss the meeting. I don't think it's right the school that honestly could care less about their graduate
students reuqire us to pay a hefty permit price for a class we have once a week. A solution would be to
allow graduate students to have more parking and maybe not charge an arm and a leg for a parking pass.

Stop ticketing cadets who are parked in their assigned lots. I know many people Who have been parked in
their assigned lot and still received a ticked from public safety

There would have to build a more efficient form of parking, a parking garage on campus would definitely
ease parking issues.

have a parking deck.

Commuters should not have to pay to park sine they are FORCED to drive to school Every Day. It is also
un reasonable for commuters to have to park off campus when they have to walk to the barracks every
day with additional uniforms and book. I had to do this for 2 months.. Was not happy about it especially
knowing that those who park on campus usually leave only once during the school week.
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How could parking at the Citadel be improved? What solutions would you offer?

Re-surface the parking lot, re-paint the parking line, put up signs in area for better visibility as to where to
park.  Remove the fence that is between Thompson hall parking and General South parking.  Motorcycle
parking to be allowed on campus.

The permits shouldn't be as expensive as they are. All my friends at other colleges pay under half of what I
pay for closer parking spaces than what I have and some of them have free parking spaces that are under
half the distance that I have to walk and I'm paying upward of 600 dollars. We should have some first
come first serve spots that are low cost or free so people have the opportunity to park closer to barracks. I
also understand we're making it convenient for parents to park on campus during special events but for
this past parents weekend we had everyone go to MUSC to park and then had shuttles which I never saw
when I parked bring us back so why cant we leave the cadets that payed hundred for their spot in their
spaces and get parents to take shuttles. I understand around the stadium for tailgates but all other places
shouldn't be obligated to move and if they are needed to move there should be some sort of incentive to
move your car other than "it will be towed" which seems really unfair considering the price tag of permits.
Lastly rank should count for more than it does. We have people that showed up 2 and half weeks early as
a junior for cadre and got stuck in Altman or city gym when there are physically deficient senior privates
that have never had rank parked in infirmary. If you want cadets to perform and go out for rank parking
spaces would be a good incentive. Before I went for cadre I thought we were guaranteed an on campus
spot and then I found out that that's not the case and I'm regretting cadre and wish I would've just gone for
a regular sergeant.

Spaces at Infirmary lot tend to put cars too close together. Widening the spaces and enforcing the many
cadets who park crooked or out of lines would help. Thank you

If parking off campus, the price should be lowered since cadets have to walk off campus.

Only allow junior and senior cadets to park their cars on campus and no sophomores. Also if we pay for
our parking spots don’t make us move our vehicles off campus in order to accommodate the public during
events and stop making us park our cars all the way in MUSC during events. It’s a long walk and the
buses are never on time. What’s the point in paying all this money for a parking pass if we don’t have
control of parking when and where we want

Not charge $700 for an empty piece of asphalt and a $5 decal there is no reason for the price to be so
high its outrageous

I feel that the current parking for the campus could be improved by way of a parking garage style situation. 
Every weekend, the campus gets flooded with all the cars that are parked in Johnson Hagood parking lots
and as a coach, I still have to work on the weekends and the lots that I pay a very high staff/faculty price
for now become a free for all for students and their families.  Last time I checked, we don't charge families
to park on weekends, so why does my staff/faculty lots that I do pay for become free public parking and I
now have to park outside the Hampton Park gate and walk on campus?  Also, I think that motorcycle
policy on campus is archaic and no longer of use.  If the university still wants to forbid cadets from riding
motorcycles, that is perfectly fine.  But as a Veteran Day student, that has extensive motorcycle training
and can use that mode of transportation as a lower cost way to commute to school and work, there needs
to be a seperate policy made for veterans and motorcycle privileges ON CAMPUS!  That completely
inadequate space OFF CAMPUS that I am still mandated to park and pay for is unacceptable.  There is no
security for my motorcycle and that space is often taken up with city public works vehicles when they are
doing improvements on that street.  If you would allow veterans to bring their motorcycles on campus, that
could free up more space for cadets as about 3 motorcycle spots equals 1 vehicle parking space. 
Honestly, despite this survey, I don't feel the university really gives a crap about parking and the two
distinctively different groups of students on that campus and parking is absolutely a for profit endeavour.

A parking garage where Kovats Lot currently stands.

Stop charging so much for cadets to park. We already spend so much on tuition and room and board, why
are we charged even more to simply park?
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How could parking at the Citadel be improved? What solutions would you offer?

I would take my answers with a grain of salt. I am handicapped and I use appropriate parking. I have only
purchased a parking pass once in 3.5 years. With my disabled placard I pretty much park where ever is
available. The only issue I have ever encountered is during special occasions like parents weekend.
Those that have normal classes have to park at greater distances due to the increased traffic. That can
get frustrating, even for the disabled. I have been late to classes because I had to park far away from my
building when all the spots close are filled. It would be helpful, although hard to enforce, to have parking
spaces reserved for those attending class (or 'no visitor parking').

Build a parking garage on campus.

Add better cameras so my car doesn't get broken into again, and if it does they can actually catch the
 who did it rather than just saying oh well your out $80+. Stop making us move our cars on certain

weekends, I pay for that god  parking spot, I don't give a  if parents or visitors would have to
walk or the school would need to provide them with shuttles, its dangerous having to walk 20 minutes in
the dark to move my car, and the shuttles that are promised to be running don't come often enough to
matter. Finally, don't give sophomores  on-campus parking when you have NCO's that have to walk
to City Gym to get their cars. I don't care how much they , its corrupt 

The parking itself is not the problem. The fact that I have to pay 600+ dollars to park, and I am paying that
for an off campus parking spot is outrageous. My truck gets tampered with out in Altman. Has even broken
into as well. Just crazy I am paying this much money on top of the education price to park so far away and
it does not secure me safety for my truck. Would not mind paying the price one bit if I was parking on
campus.

Make it cheaper because parking  to be paying that much. The lots are too small for larger trucks to
maneuver through and cadets are being penalized for invalid reasons.

Parking Garage

more space

While k generally am able to find parking, I notice as the morning and day goes on that parking becomes
extremely limited. Also, enforcement of designated parking areas is not enforced. Cadets have been seen
parked in faculty/staff spaces for days on end. Between high decal prices, limited parking g for an ever
increasing amount of vehicle traffic, and non-enforced parking, there are quite a few issues.

Lower the cost of parking permits. The amount payed is frankly obscene for the quality of the parking
areas provided. It should not cost $632 per year to park.

We as a school have paid for a new track field, a Chic-Fil-A, a new memorial and I am ok with that. With
the ever-rising cost of tuition, I just wish that we would invest in a parking garage on campus, preferably in
the Kovats parking lot on campus. It could be beneficial to faculty/staff, visitors, and students in the
following ways: A. It provides better areas for parents and visitors more options for when they come for
holidays such as Parents Weekend or Corps Day. B. It allows everyone on campus to have a place to park
their cars during a flood or high tide C. It gives a place for our seniors and juniors to park, thus keeping
less cadets out of illegal parking spots off campus and harassing the locals around campus

Stadium East parking lot is 15+ minute walk from campus, which should be offered at a lower cost than
the other parking spots. Cadets should be allowed to park on campus on the weekends. Improve the lots
of campus so they're not entirely gravel while charging so much money.

Stop cramming spaces together to claim that there are enough spots for all cars in a parking area. A large
number of people here drive large vehicles such as lifted trucks or land rovers, etc. and it is extremely
difficult to squeeze into a spot that was too small in the first place.

Try to get parking spots closer

All cadet parking be made on campus. Walking late at night in the dark on a weekend off campus in order
to get into the gates is a danger. Also, the price paid in order to park is far too high for the walk that is
being made every time I need to get to my car.
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How could parking at the Citadel be improved? What solutions would you offer?

Graduate students shouldn't have to pay every semester, but instead by academic year. Since all classes
can't be offered every semester, it feels like a punishment to pay over and over. Students end up paying
more yearly than some faculty and staff, and the majority of us are only here in the evening.

I paid for parking in the capers lot for at least 4 semesters and the lot would often be completely full with
no spots left so I had to park elsewhere (general north) regardless of the fact that I had paid. I stopped
paying for parking because of this. Graduate tuition is already SO expensive.... a $72 parking fee should
really be taken out of tuition and all graduate students should be able to park anywhere On campus after
4pm.

There is NO reason at all that I should be paying the same as everybody else. Whether you park in Tennis
Court and live in Watts, or park in City Gym and live in 1st batalllion they both pay the same. Why?? How
does one super close spot that is under light and close proximity to campus buildings as a deterrent pay
the same for an off campus spot that is poorly lit, poorly patrolled, and has seen numerous break ins. It is
ridiculous. Additionally, the TACS and cadets should have no authority enforcing parking and their permits.
It is not a school mater, it is a South Carolina penal code matter. Why shoot I receive both a traffic ticket
and cadet punishment? What authority does a cadet or TAC have to tell me to fix my parking? The parking
lots of city gym and stadium east are more than vulnerable. There is NO patrol or officer presence when
the small football stadium Next to city gym is being used, causing numerous cadets to be forced to illegally
parked. Lastly, the whole line of cars on Hagood? 90% of them are cadets with alcohol violations who are
not permitted to park on campus, yet they do so for FREE and with NO PUNISHMENT.

Lower the prices, especially for altman. It is a dirt patch.

Build a Parking garage where kovats is and the parking next to  the holiday alumni center. Make the
kovats parking more expensive than the other one so people can pick.

Provide more spots on campus for juniors and above. A junior should not have to walk to city gym or
altman to get their car. Plus from fourth battalion it takes 14 minutes to get to city gym, that is way too
long.

More affordable parking. Create more on campus parking spots for students

Do not make people pay the same price for a spot that is off campus compared to spots that are on
campus. Make room for additional parking on campus or do not have as many cadets at the school.

When having cadets register for parking have a more efficient way of doing so (use a bigger space, ie 2nd
battalion or Buyer) Don’t have them all on the same day (or with a good amount of space in betweeen
them) so that the priority can truly be enforced. Another possibility would be to have each company collect
the information needed for the parking spreadsheet and have the provost pre-assign spots and only have
them have to come in to check off the insurance information and such and then pick up the pass.

Pave over the parade deck and make it a big parking lot.

Issue by batallion rather than all at once. Too many smacks have on campus parking vs rank holding
juniors who have to park in the worst spots available. Ridiculous.

More on campus spots

Parking garage. Actually use the money from parking passes for their intended purpose.

Make sure cadets park where they are supposed to

The GI bill doesn’t pay for Veterans parking passing yet over a 4 year period we pay in excess of $700 to
park. This is highly unfair due to our financial situations.

Have parking that isn't off campus and reduce the price of parking passes. $650 is entirely too much to
park in places that are a 12 minute walk onto campus. Pave the parking lots off campus too, they make
everyones cars look dusty and grimey.

Turn infirmary lot into a garage
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How could parking at the Citadel be improved? What solutions would you offer?

I think parking passes should vary in prices for weather or not the spot floods and on if it is on or off
campus

Don’t make me pay $600 to park a 1/2 mile off campus in arguably the worst section of Charleston.

Parking you car a 10 minuet walk from campus and still having to pay almost $700 for a parking pass is
absolutely absurd. Parking prices should be based on where you want to park and even those spots close
to school shouldn’t be that expensive. The prices should definitely be lowered and there should be more
cadet parking closer to campus.

Parking spaces are not big enough for trucks to park and get around. Campus safety waits for you go
inside before writing you a ticket and im not paying my fine for that  Take up the tennis courts because
they are terrible anyways.   Thanks, A concerned, unheard cadet

Fence off Altman or something so my car will stop getting broken into, don’t let sophomores have parking
on campus as to allow more on campus parking for juniors, and don’t let the citadel spend money on a
brand new truck for our ridiculous campus security that can’t even spell.

Do not ticket cadets when their parking spots are taken by evening students. Often, parking spots will be
taken at the time for all ins which forces a cadet to park somewhere else with an inability to move their
vehicle.

Build a parking garage in kovaks parking lot.

Instead of making cadets move to MUSC for a football game and ticketing them if they don’t make the
people attending the game park there. After all we’re paying a LOT of money to reserve our spot. It’s
honestly a slap in the face.

More parking space

Being a commander I only just received the privilege of a parking location close to me. I think the price that
cadets pay to walk to the stadium is ridiculously high. In addition, the parking enforcement has personally
given me a ticket for loading my car for a furlough.

More on campus parking

Build a parking garage

Don't charge for parking if you don't have enough parking spaces to accommodate.. I don't want to spend
70+ dollars a semester to have to go park in the grass... It's a waste of my money.

Possible parking garage either on campus or just off campus.

Build a parking garage. Lower parking costs. Actually put the money towards parking instead of the
football team. Pave the gravel parking lots. Clearly mark and label all parking spots.

First off I would make it cheaper, you can buy a  year long parking pass for less at CofC. Plus the fact that
underclassmen pay the same price as on campus parker's for such a crappy spot where there is no
security and its a gravel spot. Mean while we still have to park off campus for weekend events in spots
that we pay for which is a 20 min walk to the garage after that weekend's events are over. I think that
parking permits are far too overpriced for what we are getting in return. This school will gouge you for
every cent it can just for people to park in gravel spots and flooded areas.

N/A

Cheaper parking would be nice , especially considering that most spots are off campus and require a 10+
minute walk.

The prices are ridiculous. Cadets get tickets multiple times during the week even though they do not
always have the chance to move their car during the week. Sometimes you have to park where there is an
open place if the lots are full and then you get a ticket like it’s your fault for having to park your car
somewhere.
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How could parking at the Citadel be improved? What solutions would you offer?

Graduate students should have a small parking fee, as they only briefly use it and are not often on
campus. This fee should be payable online with an online printable car ticket. It is very difficult to follow the
current procedure for buying a pass and obtaining the pass.

The big parking lot behind Richardson Ave could be use as additional parking.  There is usually a lot of
open spaces for parking. You can divide some of the parking for the different decals.

Get rid of any unused/unnecessary facilities (such as behind LeTellier Hall) and add parking. Also, using
golf carts as potential shuttles across campus could be helpful, especially during the summer when it is
unbearably hot.

Get more spots on campus

Pave the parking lots that aren't paved... it would help with run off water if it is angled. plus dirt parking lots
just turn to mud when they flood. not good for anyone. gravel just becomes projectiles as people try to
leave. Also not good

More parking lots or greater flexibility with allowances for parking. If it is packed and too busy and I have to
park in a visitor spot I should not be punished due to the citadel blocking off multiple places or only letting.
Me park in specific spots

I was on cadre this year as a junior and was put in Altman. I was in city gym last year. I arrived to get my
parking pass at the designated time and found a line of other cadets that were way befor their allotted time
to receive passes. I have found that junior privates/ non-cadre rank holders and even sophomores are
parked on campus and I am not. I also have an internship this fall and have to walk to my car 3 days a
week. Improve your distribution of passes. I came back early with the passion to develop cadets and give
up a portion of my summer and was thanked with crappy parking.

A parking garage/adequate parking so we wont have to move our vehicles for events/football games. Also,
more security and better cameras since my jeep, as well as others, have been unzipped and tampered
with.

Too expensive on top of tuition.

More on campus parking for upper class cadets. The off campus price is way to high.

Sophomores off campus

To be perfectly honest, this is a serious sore spot for me. As an evening student, I feel as though we
should be allowed on-campus parking as an inclusion with all of our fees. I'm paying quite a lot of money
each semester in tuition for classes that I'M NOT EVEN ALLOWED TO STAY THE FULL TIME I'VE PAID
FOR. To top it off, we pay an exorbitant amount of fees for "labs" etc, when half of our labs aren't even
performed by the students! We're just given data and told to perform the calculations. To me, the fact that
we have to pay for additional parking borders on extortion after all of the crap that we evening students
have to put up with.

Make the cadets pay less, the school gets ta ton of money form donors, sports, grants, tuition, and other
places, you don’t need to squeeze the cadets of their money even more just cut the parking prices in half
or even by 2/3. Most cadets already don’t have enough money and having to pay so much for parking
when they already pay so much for tuition is unreasonable and practically stealing.

I think parking is not really an issue as an evening student. I haven’t had an instance yet where I couldn’t
find a spot. I do think we pay way too much for a permit especially since our cars are transient. I know
evening undergrad programs fall under the graduate college but we are different because our classes
generally don’t start until 5 or later, when most cadet and grad classes aren’t going on. My current group
has 1 class each night Mon-Thurs - we come for class and leave right after. We are on campus for maybe
4 hours each night. It would be nice if our passes didn’t cost as much because we aren’t taking up space
any other time, our cars don’t stay in the lots all night and we don’t have to deal with issues for
weekends/games.

Build a parking garage
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How could parking at the Citadel be improved? What solutions would you offer?

There are so many open areas, right next to Dunneman gate, cut the grass up and make it parking spots
for faculty so you can get more cadets at Wilson field. Build a garage at rifle range, build a garage to
kovats. There is not enough parking and the permit process is corrupted

Since I am only there at night or very early in the morning to buy books, I rarely have parking problems.

Improve the condition of the parking. Level it out. Pave it. Paint the lines. Once or twice a semester, rent
out a street sweeper from the city overnight. The lines aren’t always easy to see.

Lowering the price of a parking pass for lots of campus. 300 Dollars is far too much for the lack of security
given and the distance away from campus

More spots available

Give out more parking on campus because  the student parking do not be full

Parking is very limited around events, which is to be expected but if you are not familiar with campus you
will ride around in a circle trying to find something.

Lower pass prices, I mean even as an in-state student the tuition ain't cheap and to pay that high parking
fee to park for 3 hrs or less twice a week is just lemon in the cut.

Lower the prices of the parking passes. A lot of students can not afford these prices which is why they
resort to illegal parking. Also, work with us. Try not to ticket all the time. Cause that’s more money we take
from paying for a parking pass that’s already too much to begin with.

Cheaper parking decals or decals that are good for the full school year including summer instead of per
semester

Jenkins Avenue and Avenue of Remembrance are important due to library etc. but it’s hard to get a space.
Not sure, given campus layout, how or if that could be improved. Universities generally don’t seem to know
there’s a whole category of people who aren’t in wheelchairs but still have limited mobility. (More common
for faculty/staff/grad students due to ages). Added parking may not beautify a campus, but is much
appreciated both for those who sometimes have trouble walking very far and also those on tight schedules
(multiple jobs, etc.) Best of luck with discerning how to improve the parking situation.

N/A

Build a parking garage on campus

When signing up and obtaining parking passes. If there are still spaces left in some of the areas on
campus please allow cadets, regardless of class distinction, to park on campus. For example, I park in
City Gym as a Sophomore and live in Stevens Barracks. I always move my car to Kovats when there's
flooding or etc. That being said there is most definitely more spots available in Kovats, so what I ask again
is that we are allowed to fill up all spots on campus first instead of by class identification.

I suggest that no matter what your purpose is on campus or what level student you are you should have a
parking place included in tuition. That is a small thing The Citadel should provide as part of cost and would
be a huge benefit. The parking lot police are fulfilling their duties assigned but do not provide any solutions
to individuals when needing a place to park. I watched them boot a car after an elderly gentleman left his
car (likely a Citadel Grad) to walk over to look at the memorial. He was not in a space completely. I love
the school and I love the campus but there needs to be some redevelopment on parking and
reconsidering taking place for student at all levels.

There has been a pile of slag blocking several veteran parking spots for the entire semester and no one
seems to be doing anything about that.

Citadel parking can be improved if there was more space, and If cadets were allowed to leave more often
than only twice a week there would be less parking tickets. If there was more general leave parking tickets
and violations would drop.

Parking structure to accommodate vehicles or have the cadets who cannot leave until Wednesday or
Saturday to park off campus in their prospective lot.
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How could parking at the Citadel be improved? What solutions would you offer?

Don't keep running up the prices. It isn't fair to make cadets pay for a new parking solution (a parking
garage) that they will never see during their time here as a student. There have been rumors of prices
getting close to $1200 next year. In my opinion, this is an unethical solution to fix the problem. As a senior
I will not have to deal with this myself but I know that raising prices even more will frustrate lots of cadets
and there families. It will also encourage cadets to not pay for parking passes and try to park on campus
anyways, making the campus police jobs more difficult. The mindset will be, "I'd rather pay a lot of parking
tickets than over a thousand dollars for a parking pass".

Lower parking pass prices. Parking passes should not be $600. Especially for passes in Altman and city
gym.

Building a parking structure connected to the new Basin Hall in the Kovats parking lot. The structure can
be two levels and a roof to minimize height issues. Then building a parking structure attached to the new
Capers hall. The Basin Hall structure can be gate operated and used with the lower level reserved for
faculty and staff. The structure can only be accessed if you have a one card. The payment for the use of
the structure would be charged to the one card. The card would be scanned on entry and exiting of the
structure to show how long the car was in the structure. The user would pay for the time. Cost can be
available for hour, day, month or semester long periods. The same case would apply for the Capers hall
structure. Present users of Stevens lot can be moved to the Basin or Capers Hall structures. The Stevens
lot then can be used for visitor parking.

For CGS students, have specific permits for only the days classes are on campus

Make parking for night CGC classes free and able to park anywhere

Probably make a way for alumni/parents to park without moving all cadets who spend 600+$$ for a
parking pass. Just a thought.

Parking passes and tickets are ridiculous considering the cost to attend school. It should be budgeted in to
tuition costs, and if it is not that is lack of planning on the schools part; As if students did not have enough
to worry about.

Offering more security in the off campus lots

I am a night student and would like to come early to study before 5 pm, but legal parking is not usually
available before 5 pm. The parking lots are in horrible condition. Places are reserved for cadets, faculty,
staff, and visitors, but nothing is identified for night students.

Due to the increased amount of cadets being admitted, sophomore non rank holders should not be able to
have a permit near school until everyone else has one.

Cost of parking pass is too expensive.  Outlandishly high

Prices should be lowered. It is outrageous how much cadets pay for parking at the citadel. Additionally,
people who park in the lots further away from the barracks should pay less.

Any solution to solve this problem will not be cheap. Either buy a neighboring parcel and turn it into
additional parking or build a parking garage

The parking at the Citadel could be improved if the lot was closer to the actual school and wasn't on the
gravel rocks. Some students have sedans that are closer to the ground and the rocks tear up the bottom
of the cars. The parking lots also tend to flood and I believe that could be combated with a sewer system
that drains the water.

N/a

Regulate how the parking permits are given out. Seniors get beside battalion and then flow into Kovats
and Infirmary and then so on for each class.
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How could parking at the Citadel be improved? What solutions would you offer?

Parking spaces for cadets are becoming scarce. There are too many students now compared to how
many spaces available. Because of this, some cadets are forced to temporarily park in spots not
designated for cadets. The campus police is far too quick to whip out a parking ticket and slap a cadet with
a fine. This needs to be dealt with and the campus police need to be much more reasonable about a cadet
having their vehicle in a spot for a short amount of time.

Drop the prices.

Build a parking deck in the Capers parking lot to accommodate everyone and additionally provide elevated
parking during rainy/tropical storm type events.

Build a parking Garage.

As a CGC student, I am only on campus a few times per week. The permit prices are too high to warrant
purchase especially since it does not provide access any nearer than free street parking off campus. I
walk for just as long from off campus and it floods less regularly. The permit doesn't provide anything for
the additional cost.

costing less, less rules

I am Disabled and park exclusively in Handicap Parking spaces.

Get rid of one of the unused or rarely-used practice fields, and build a parking garage. Allow veteran
students to park in faculty areas, or add some veteran parking spots in the lots attached to buildings
veterans use (Capers Hall, Thompson Hall, Deas Hall, Library, and behind the old staff housing where the
Veteran Student building is located). Require cadet parking to be off the main campus, as they use their
vehicles far less than faculty, staff, veteran students, CGC students, and visitors. That would open up
more on-campus parking for those students and staff that commute daily.

The exits of the gravel at altman develop deep holes and as a person who's car is very low to the ground
this is problematic. I see the large amount of landscaping that goes on on campus and I wonder why the
holes cant be filled more often at altman.

Well, TO THE ADMINISTRATION: If you took away Kovats parking OR Infirmary parking AND BUILT A
PARKING DECK OVER THE SUMMER OF 2019, you would have a solution to the parking conundrum.
ADDITIONALLY if you take away Stevens Barracks parking, and slightly move the tennis courts to where
that is, then also take away the tennis parking lot across from 4th BN, YOU HAVE NOW MADE ROOM TO
BUILD ANOTHER BATTALION THAT THIS SCHOOL DESPERATELY NEEDS. Thank you. That is all.

I shouldn’t have to pay 600$ to walk all the way from Altman as a junior

I would like to start with a congratulations on atleast acknowledging that there is a parking issue on
campus. I did not realize however that it takes a student survey to realize that the Citadel just needs to
build a parking structure with permit or pay by the hour parking. Even just a dirt field with a gate that you
could pay for by the hour would work. If you need further assistance on how this can be accomplished visit
this website http://morepark.com/  No affiliation just common sense approach.

Parking permit distribution was flawed. Many cadets arrived earlier than their ordered report time. This can
be solved by using separate days for distribution, and actually enforcing the rules during distribution.

I do not have a car or a car on campus but based on what I have seen, cadet parking lots are usually full
with limited open or empty parking spaces. I would suggest another parking lot be constructed for cadets
because the citadel has become overpopulated in recent years.

Parking garage or additional parking space on campus to accommodate growing numbers of accepted
students.

Increased short term parking on campus for loading and unloading with overnight parking further from
campus.

More on campus spots for juniors
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How could parking at the Citadel be improved? What solutions would you offer?

If we pay for a spot, we should not be required to move our vehicles for the Citadel's events. We bought
them for the semester, so they should be OUR spot.

A parking garage near the football stadium.

People that have to park at East Stadium, City Gym, and Altman should not be more than 150$ for
parking. The reason I say this is its quite a lengthy walk just to get to our vehicles. I personally park at East
Stadium, it takes me an average of 14 minutes to walk to my truck, I personally don't like having to walk
through that area at night by myself to get back to campus. Half the time East stadium is knee high with
grass and weeds needing to be cut. So I think parking should definitely be cheaper for us than the people
who get an asphalt parking lot to park in, that's 1-2 min walk from their barracks. This highly ticks me off as
well as a bunch of other cadets that I know.

Build a parking garage. Duh

Cadets should not be forced to pay upwards of 600 dollars for parking, and then be forced to move from
the parking place that they over paid for during every school event.  Every home football game we have to
move our vehicles to a parking garage nearly double the distance we usually have to walk if we are parked
in one of the off campus locations, just so the school can make more money off people paying to tailgate. 
Now they are making money off of the cadets to park there throughout the year, and then kicking them our
of the spots they pay over half a grand for so they can make more money.  Parking passes for those off
campus should be drastically lower than those who are able to park on campus and are not forced to
move every chance the school wants to make a quick buck.  Nowhere else in the state are college
students paying so much to not even have parking on their campus, and then being made to move it at the
school's leisure.

Changing the parking validation fee to once a year. I wouldn't mind paying $72 dollars for a year, but every
semester is egregious

Build a parking garage.  Most likely where the tennis courts are behind Stevens barracks, and move the
tennis courts elsewhere.  Additionally, the tennis team could use the tennis courts down the road.  When
parking passes are being sold, someone needs to enforce the line because Sophomores should not have
on campus parking over a Cadre Junior!

Lower the cost of parking passes and build a parking garage, easiest solution and most cost effective
solution to this reoccurring problem.

The pricing is way too high for people that have to park at city gym, altman, and stadium east.  Not only is
the price unreasonable to begin with, the walk to and from those locations for the price paid is absurb.   
The parking tickets are extremely excessive.  I know someone who got a parking ticket for parking 1 row
away from where he was supposed to in the infirmary lot, but the space was covered in sand so he could
not read it.  And boom, 25 dollar ticket.  How about let him know with a warning that he isn't allowed to
park in that spot and then if he does it again give him a ticket.  That ticket resulted in 20 tours and a loss of
parking privileges for the rest of the year.  The ticket was during the first week or two of school.  Y'all just
don't understand, nor will y'all ever.

I think that parking at The Citadel could be improved by lowering the rates for parking. It would be much
more helpful if there was a yearly tag students could purchase if desired rather than having to get a new
decal every semester.

N/A as Fourth Class I do not have experience necessary to make valid suggestions.

Fix the gravel lots as they do a lot of damage to cars and react worse to flooding.

Not lying to us and saying that it would be billed to our Restricted One Card account and then send my
mom a bill for almost $700 two months later.
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How could parking at the Citadel be improved? What solutions would you offer?

Parking spots for cadets have always been issued by academic class in years past. This year was the
exception. Lower classes were permitted to slip in and get their parking passes before their time was
called leaving senior and juniors out to dry on some of the farthest lots like Stadium East and Altman.
Report times for parking pass distribution should be enforced next year to prevent this issue.

Pave more on campus lots, then transition to only having on campus parking.

A lower permit price as well as paving the parking lots, and fixing the giant holes in the lots off campus

I would pave the city gym parking lot. I feel this would solve the stagnant water issue in the lot as well as
prevent vehicles from getting so dirty due to the dust that gets kicked up from other vehicles driving over
the gravel. Also the school should consider building a parking garage for cadets. This would be very
beneficial for cadets because our vehicles would be safe from others breaking in and cadets will feel safer
while walking back to campus versus walking back all the way from the stadium at night.

Lower the cost of parking passes

I think that the price of the (graduate) student parking is very, very high. Considering that often times that
are not enough spots, it is very expensive to pay the full price. I also think that it should be cheaper
because some graduate students only have class once a week and it is very high for students who only
venture to campus once a week. It makes students not want to buy the pass because it seems too
expensive for the amount of time actually spent in the spot.

On-campus raised parking deck

Rifle Range either needs to be reconstructed, or the parking system needs to be reworked. Even if it
floods, cadets are still expected to park there and wade through the water, and if we park elsewhere we
will be pulled or ticketed. Even if the water may not be too high, the lot is guaranteed to flood every single
time it rains. It is a safety hazard not only to me, but to my vehicle as well.

Parking garage in infirmary lot.

Gates to prevent non citadel cadets from using the parking lots next to the stadium . And at certain times
have some kind of shuttle for those parked outside campus in the outer lots.

repaint the lines in infirmary parking lot so that there is room for trucks to park without being so crammed
into spots.

BUILD A NEW PARKING LOT

For the price I pay, It should never be required of me to move my car to allow others to park/tailgate. The
university of South Carolina charges $110 a year for general parking, College of Charleston charges the
equivalent to us to receive garaunteed garage access. With this, I find it ridiculous to assume that our
prices are acceptable for temporary parking. Either use the money to build and maintain one garage for all
students that is out of the way for guests and football fans, or lower the prices to that of a normal first
come first serve parking permit.

Build an MUSC type parking garage that can be house all Cadet vehicles on campus by the rifle range or
somewhere else suitable, which would subsequently prevent the hassle of Cadets moving there vehicles
during events.

TURN KOVATS INTO A PARKING GARAGE!!!!

Build a parking garage.

Paying for a better spot would not be fair. I think the parking is limited, but the cost is far to high. Because
of the life of cadets we are forced to pay for an expensive parking pass or face large fines and
punishments. It seems like this situation abuses those who struggle to pay the exorbitant fee of over 600
dollars for parking.

The Citadel could build more parking spots near campus and provide more notice prior to cars needing to
be moved.
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How could parking at the Citadel be improved? What solutions would you offer?

Fix the paint on the cadet labeled spots. Often times my classmates are given tickets for parking in school
faculty or staff sports because they pull into the parking spot at night and the paint on the parking spot is
not visible unless you first get out of your car and check for it. This is a problem that occurs mainly in
Covats but occasionally happens in the infirmary parking spots

Better marked cadet available spots, lower the cost of parking permits. Don't understand why they're so
high. Repave parking spots that flood easily.

I have received multiple tickets parking in locations that I have previously been instructed to park in. City
Gym is around a 15 minute walk from Watts barracks. For the price we pay, this is unacceptable. We even
have to move our cars during games? What is the point in paying such a high price when the location we
park can be taken away and pushed over a 20 minute walk from school.   Please, make it easier for
students to know the parking rules. They have changed so many times over the past few years no one
knows where they can and can't park. On the weekend, we used to be able to park basically anywhere.
Now, I receive tickets constantly. Higher ranking cadets do not even know where we are suppose to park.
I have been told my TAC officers that it is acceptable to park in certain locations,  then I receive tickets
and a P.R. resulting in punishments.   Please fix this problem.

Stop conning off all the parking spots for no reason. Also why can't you all add the parking permit in with
the veterans tuition. We have enough things to pay for and since we can't live on campus and have to
travel to school. Veterans shouldn't have to deal with law enforcement harassing them about a parking
spot. We just want to go to school and be left alone.

I think that juniors and seniors should have on campus parking and sophomores should all park off
campus. That is only fair.

Better accommodation for commuters and people who take classes off campus. Also minimize the number
of times a cadet per semester has to forcibly move their vehicle not due to weather or flooding conditions
ie football games. Current parking prices are too much to justify a 20 minute walk to your vehicle with the
campus size being so small.

Parking passes are far too expensive.

Building a parking garage seems to be the only reasonable solution. I know this school has the means to
make one. Also, only seniors and juniors should be able to park in Kovats or closer *period*. Once all
juniors and seniors are situated, then sophomores should recieve parking spaces, regardless of whether
or not sophomores are cadre. That would open up an extra (approx.) 220 parking spots for juniors and
seniors. Clerks, H.A. Cpls, and cadre cpls are all important, but I made it just fine further off campus as a
clerk.

Consider making the parking cheaper.

I am a junior. Therefore, I should not have to pay $600 (about $3 a day) for my car to literally sit still every
week AND have to walk 15 minutes to get to my car whenever I need it. This is absolute 
Especially for example, when there are 4th battalion juniors that have been here the same amount of time
that I have (we have a system of seniority) and have a 3 minute walk to their car in the infirmary lot. By
squeezing as many 1st-3rd battalion juniors as possible into the rifle range, infirmary, and tennis court lots
and putting 4th-5th battalion juniors in kovats other parking around there (that is empty every time I see it),
the average travel time will be evened out as best as possible for all juniors. In general, there should be
more cadet parking available close to campus. I should not have to pay the same price as others when my
parking spot is 5 times the walk.

Ridiculous prices, way too high

Lower price for parking and make parking more available.

There are not enough parking spots for faculty, when people can't find parking in Capers they will create a
parking spot. I don't do that but it does not bother me because it's not in the way so I see no reason to
ticket them. We have paid to park there and it's not our fault too many parking passes were issued to a
particular area.
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How could parking at the Citadel be improved? What solutions would you offer?

Make the none cadets to stop  Parking in cadet parking for starters and to get on to those and ticket
those that are parked in those spots. I am getting tired of these non cadets parki. In my spot making me
walk further and further back. And don’t even get me started on your over population of cadets. I’m so

 glad I am done with this place with punishment of cadets but not the non cadets and tacs alike

na

More veteran parking closer to engineering departments

I always see empty car parking spots in Covats parking lot and am upset that many people still have to
park off canpus.

More protection/cameras in lots Different color parking decals for different lots to make it hard to park  in
the wrong place Make parking cheaper More undercover parking

Parking garage on campus.

Do not charge $648 for a parking pass when that money is said to be going to a parking garage fun when
in actuality it is not. It also makes no sense to raise faculty parking costs by 50% with the exception of the
faculty members who are paid over $100,000  and only raising their cost for parking by 20%. On another
note the parking spaces in the infirmary are way too small my car has already been hit by others doors
because the spaces in this lot are not standard parking lot space sizes. It is ridiculous that cadets and
faculty are being victimized by these high prices of parking when the spaces are not to a normal standard,
are told that the money is going to build a parking garage but it is not, and now cadets can't park in front of
the battalions on the weekends without getting a ticket, even though their are no clearly marked signs that
state no parking in this area. Many of us constantly wonder what the CPAC even does or if they even do
anything. I hope these comments are acknowledged by the CPAC in order to remedy the lack of
satisfaction towards parking here at The Citadel.

I don’t drive yet so I’m not sure but so far it seems good

Improved security due to cars parked in off campus lots getting broken into but no arrests are made.

Less expensive and change Batalion spots to commanders executive officers

I would recommend not charging us so much money to leave our cars on a poorly guarded patch of dirt a
half mile from our rooms.

Demolish kovats, infirmary, or capers lot and build a parking garage with 3+ levels

Lower the costs of the parking permits for cadets who don't have on campus parking, the rise in tuition
every year is already a burden for most people.

On weekends, parking tickets should not be given out. In addition, there should be an alternative lot for
students who do not frequently use their vehicles.  For example, if a student only uses his/her vehicle to
drive home for furloughs, they should be given discounted parking at a lot far away from campus so that
other spots on campus will open up.

Leveling out the Capers parking lot. The raised rectangle area around the drain causes frustration while
getting in and out of those particular parking spaces.

One way to improve the parking for The Citadel would be to build a parking garage in the biggest parking
space available. Originally there was suppose to be one. When looked at for cost over time, the school
would save more money using a parking garage. It could be set up by 4 to 5 floors. It can be divided by
class so senior at bottom and sophomores at the top. This would be the best solution.

Make more spots on campus. Stop being lazy and count your faculty members. Know how many you need
for them, then make any extra spots for cadets/visitors. Also, assign Parking spots by battalion; meaning,
that a cadet in 4th battalion should not be assigned a Wilson field spot, he/she should be assigned
infirmary or kovats or another parking spot closer to the battalion.
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How could parking at the Citadel be improved? What solutions would you offer?

Not block visitors spots for the whole day during weekdays. Spots along the Ave of Remembrance and in
front of Bond Hall are blocked by cones at least once a month or more. If they are necessary for a certain
amount of time at least make sure that the cones are taken up after they are not needed. It seems like
they are left blocking those spots long after they are needed.

Our own parking deck. With all the faculty, staff, and different types of students, there is just not enough
parking for everyone to have a spot. We pay an excess of $600 and yet our spots aren't guaranteed and
we have to move off campus for events. When there is flooding we get ticketed for parking in a spot that
we aren't assigned to and get punishments from the school on top of that which is absurd. Our parking
fees obviously aren't going towards parking because the lines are fading and there has been no
improvement even though the cost keeps rising. Either the cost needs to be lowered or the conditions
need to be improved.

Build a parking garage in place of the tennis courts and allow the Onecard to pay for our parking.

I think parking passes should just be included with tuition cost.  That way there is less of an issue about
getting your pass updated and parking passes can just be renewed without out of pocket costs every
semester.  In addition it would be nice if Veterans had more locations to park.

I dont really have an issue with The Citadel itself. Parking passes are necessary, I just wish I could get the
GI bill to cover it. Being that I am an adult, I was an adult when I joined the military, and I have incurred an
adult level of debt and responsibility, my housing allowance and pay from the GI bill is barely enough to
survive on. For sure it doesnt cover my books every semester and will absolutley not cover parking.

Parking should be based on class, but also academic standing and other factors. I am a second semester
junior, an NCAA athlete, and Gold Star student, yet I have to park in city gym while others park a 2 minute
walk away. I got to the decal hand out day at the time specified because they said don't show up early, but
I was still way in the back of the line behind my classmates that disregarded the email. Have a form to fill
out that automatically ranks people and give them their preference of parking based on their rank and then
mail out parking passes over the summer.

Get the ALL seniors first rights to ALL on campus parking and then worry about JUNIORS AFTER
SENIORS. Sophomores should not get an on campus parking spot ever.

It could be improved by improving the quality of the parking lots such as paving them and adding drainage

Provide veteran parking behind va center on campus.

More spots, fix holes and repave behind Letellier

Make it cheaper for students. The cost of the parking pass is almost the cost of my tuition. Grantee on
campus parking for all juniors and seniors.

Fix parking prices they are way to high, and pave all the parking parking lots. The condition of stadium
east and city gym are terriable.

The parking price is way to high and I do not understand why. What is six hundred dollars going to?
Understanding why the price of parking is so high would be nice for cadets>

Restrict cadet parking to Seniors only, like VMI does it.  Build the parking garage that they have been
talking about for a decade or more.

it can be approved by making the parking lots cleaner and more space

Come on campus parking at a cheaper rate. Cheaper rate overall for those who park in city gym or Altman

Build a multi parking spot.

Some parking lots will be mostly empty during the day. There would be little harm in letting the limited day
student population make use of some of these more vacant areas.

Reduce the amount of sophomores
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How could parking at the Citadel be improved? What solutions would you offer?

Hike the parking garage that you have received funds to build. They were paid three years ago and
nothing as been done other than cleared a lot. It’s sad that a place like the citadel can’t figure out parking.
The cadets and staff have it pretty good but some how the vets continuously get  with.

transportation from Altman to the barracks. It takes too long to walk and can sometimes be dangerous.
Also, reduce the parking pass cost if I have to park that far away. There is no reason I should have to pay
the same amount to walk 15 minutes as someone who parks right behind the barracks. Parking cost for
City Gym, Altman, etc. should be significantly lower due to the inconvenience of the space.

Offer a parking garage to use

Put more parking on campus so sophomores don’t have to pay expensive prices to park off campus in lots
that have high risks of burglaries and vehicle break ins.

Either make all permit prices cheaper so cadets can afford or make permit price different for lots. I.e
stadium east and infirmary should not be the same as one is secure and close and the other Is way too far
and not secure

Not charging to park in a grass field that is essentially off campus and where the school requires people to
move their car for visitor parking during football game

Many of the signs state the graduate student parking begins at 4pm. Considering that many graduate
classes begin at that time, graduate students need to be able to park at 3pm at the latest. We also need
better drainage to deal with flooding.

More spots on campus for 2 C cadets.

It is over a 10-minute walk to get to City Gym, Altman, or Stadium East and the fact that I'm paying the
same price as someone who has 30-sec. walk right outside of Batallion is unfair.

Parking garage on campus

The conditions of the off-campus parking areas like Altman, or City Gym could be improved tremendously. 
Because I care for my car, I am having to wash it almost every weekend when I am able to.  Some ways
the conditions could be improved could be potholes filled for people with lower cars, and paving of the lots
to prevent an excess of dirt flying around or even gravel like found in City Gym.

Build a parking garage near campus.

Not having to move for parking that I pay for.

Allow cadets to park at the large parking lot across street from the Altman lot, perhaps work out a
semester parking pass instead of a year long pass.

Not have so many cadets.

Build a parking garage specifically for cadets. Find areas that don't see a lot of faculty/staff parking
(behind Deas) and use those spaces for cadets, move facilities and engineering vehicle parking into an
open space created by cleaning up back by the warehouses.

have more parking near campus so that we don't have to walk as far

I bought a parking pass during my first year of graduate school at The Citadel but I was upset about the
price. I didn't renew my pass quickly enough for my second semester or summer session, and I had to pay
tickets in addition to new parking passes. During my second and current years of graduate school, I have
refused to pay for a parking pass, and I have parked along the side of the road in the neighborhoods by
campus. I have not had a problem with this and I have saved money because I haven't had to spend $75
EACH SEMESTER to park. I have recommended this method to many of my classmates and I will
continue to do so. I think The Citadel parking passes is a rip off. My solution would be to lower the price for
parking passes, or make $75 the fee for an ANNUAL parking pass, rather than semester-by-semester.
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How could parking at the Citadel be improved? What solutions would you offer?

I think there should be some type of parking garage on campus with enough space so that all seniors and
juniors can park here.  I would suggest replacing Kovats with this parking garage.  I also recommend a
lower cost for parking stickers.  The current price is the only reason I do not have a car on campus this
year and probably for another year.  I know that other cadets also do not have a car here due to the price
of a parking sticker.

We pay $600 for parking we should not have to find other parking spaces for school events such as
football games

More parking on campus.

Stop making people that live in Murray Barracks go all the way to Altman.

I like my parking spot, so I don’t have any suggestions so far.

I like my parking spot no need to change it, not for me that is, I’m a senior so I’ll be out soon.

N/A

The only cadets that should have on campus parking should be rank holding Juniors and Seniors.
Sophomore rank holders should get next choice of leftover on campus parking. All non rank holder should
be off campus. There should be a citadel parking garage somewhere close by for additional parking
because the off campus parking is very full and is going to be overcrowded soon.

From what I recall, the cost of parking almost doubled from sophomore to junior year.

Lower the price substantially. The price of parking per year is too high for the parking areas and status of
the parking lots, ie. city gym gravel.

Stop the bogus campus police from giving out tickets like candy and offer warnings like an actual police
officer. They offer nothing of importance or benefit to us cadets besides "protecting us".

Unlimited parking areas after 1600 hours.

Create a parking garage closer to campus

Put parking where basin hall will be and move basin hall to city gym.

Make it so graduate students can be on campus starting by at latest 12 noon, possibly 8 am.  There are
activities on campus that we are unable to attend due to time restrictions.  Kovats needs to be open before
1 pm.

more of it

More signs explaining where you can and cant park on campus.

I hope this is actually read..... I am a senior and have payed way to much money for parking passes over
the past three years, the last two being off campus. Why should I (a person who actually works hard for
there money and mommy and daddy don't help) pay for 700$ for a parking pass that is off campus and
have to walk 15 minutes to my car with a full bag of laundry. This school just uses every opportunity to
make money and does not care at all about the people who attend they only care about the people that
are thinking about coming to the school. Ridiculous.

Don’t make people pay for parking

Convert infirmary into a parking garage

n/a

Make it cheaper
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How could parking at the Citadel be improved? What solutions would you offer?

Currently, there are too many students. There are also a lot of juniors that didn't get parking spots because
they were taken by sophomores. So either create more parking (possibly talk with MUSC about their
garage that cadets already park during football games) or to not allow sophomores to park on campus
(especially with the overwhelming number of sophomores there were this year and the overwhelming
amount of knobs that were admitted this year). But there needs to be more parking. Even if that means
using the already high parking prices to help fund building a parking structure.

Parking Garage. Make it an incentive based on class, conduct, and/or grades.

I do not understand all of the costs associated with the high pricing but I would be interested to know why
cadet spaces, especially those beside the battalions themselves, cost so much to use.

More spots.

Build a parking garage on campus!

allow parking regardless of punishments ( some cadets need to drive here and have no where to park and
the school claims to be so tight on money they could use it)

more on campus spots

it is way too much and we have to park here anyways. I think if you park off campus you should be able to
catch shuttles once general leave starts. The lots are not clean and your car gets covered in dirt yet I pay
a fortune for two stickers and a long walk.

If the parking lots were paved and weren't effected by flooding, I would park my car at the school. I would
also suggest lower prices because the conditions where we park are not worth 600+ dollars.

Figure it out Citadel. I commend you taking the time to make a survey, but someone needs to held
accountable for overcrowding. To those outside of the gates our issues look to be cadet created, when in
reality they are passed down and cadet managed.

I think its very unreasonable to make us pay for a parking sticker to park in a gravel lot off campus that
floods every high tide or when it rains. I understand why the on campus spots have to pay for a spot but
still that's a pretty hefty price. Also I think there could be some closer parking options made, for example
the lot the the boat house is supposed to be on. This wouldn't add a ton but some considering there hasn't
been any progress made the boat house this year and even then you couldn't get to the dock by boat if
you wanted to because I guess no one thought it might need to be dredged. And also the lot where the
new business school is "going to be by next year", that lot that has grass up to my knee, it is still off
campus but it is at least a little closer.

I offer the solution that cadets are only supposed to access there vehicles on a limited basis, why not have
the cadets park future away to free up parking spaces on campus. Make parking off campus cheaper for
cadets so that option is chosen more often without forcibly making them to.

Build a Parking Garage Please.

I would kindly and humbly request that we not be fined for parking if our designated parking area is full.
Usually public safety is good about this. Thank you!

Build a parking garage maybe two. You could at city gym, Altmon, or even the infirmary. This would also
help out with game day

Lower the price and the distance.

For graduate students, sometimes we need to come to the Citadel to complete schoolwork, go to
meetings, or other errands during the day. Our parking passes are useless until around 4:00 pm. so that
presents an issue when trying to park at an earlier time. If there were more parking options for grad
students all day, the price of the pass would be more worth it.
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How could parking at the Citadel be improved? What solutions would you offer?

I and in late because of basic training and got a spot at east stadium with mainly sophomores which I
understand. What I don’t understand is why some sophomores have on campus parking and some juniors
still have to park off campus. Sophomores should have priority parking over juniors just because they
arrived early. They should just be happy to have a spot.

The City Gym parking lot is not up to standard for the price of the parking ticket we are forced to pay to
park near campus. It is bad on tires, The entrance of the parking lot is flooded every now and then, which
makes it rougher on smaller cars to get into the parking lot. It would be nice if the parking lot was paved
instead of gravel.

As a graduate student I find it difficult to know exactly where I can and can not park.  Also as a graduate
student only coming on campus once or maybe twice a week at the most the $75 parking permit is very
steep.  I would maybe provide different options based on Student's enrollment.

Free parking after 4pm

As far as I know, students with red parking passes are only allowed to park in Kovaks. I have 100%
disability rating from the VA. Most of my injuries stem from neck and back injuries, however I'm not
considered total and permanent by the VA. As such, I don't qualify for a disability tag. Now I walk all the
way to Thompson, everyday, from Kovaks, carrying about 15+ lbs because of required school books,
computer, etc. There should be student parking in that area where I don't have to worry about getting a
ticket.

Rifle range floods all the time ruining cadet cars, MAKE IT SO IT DOESNT FLOOD DURING HIGH TIDE
AND FLOOD TIDE

Increased availability of day-time short-term (30 min??) parking near the library to allow CGC and day
students to quickly access resources.

Mark the lots more clearly and actually tell people that aren’t undergraduate students how to navigate the
parking situation

Make a parking garage near kovats so people don't have to keep walking upwards of 10 minutes to their
cars and we won't have to park at musc everytime there's an event on campus

Find more student parking. Do not ticket someone when they finally find an available spot.

If you made parking passes cheaper for grad students given less time spent on campus I would have
considered instead of doing street parking.

I think having an online signup so that people could get there lot before they came back to school would
be a better solution so people that bring cars don’t have to worry about not getting parking.

Closer Parking Areas.

Please let the Cadets park anywhere on campus on the weekend. A lot of these visitor and faculty spots
are not used on the weekend. Also, please consider lessening the offense for parking. There’s no reason
they should get double jeopardy for parking (ie punished by public security and Jenkins hall, two public
entities). Please reverse the recent change in parking rules. They are absolutely rediculous and only make
the cadets lives harder for no reason. Just use common sense. This is just another unnecessary policy
change by Jenkins hall which grows the hate cadet have of Jenkins hall causing more disconnect between
the two. I write all of this from a stand point where I am not effected by the change in policy. I park in
Stevens lot and am right next to my battalion. I write this to show how the cadets feel about this. If I am
willing to write this message when I am not effected, it must show how bad the policy is. Please consider
the policy with the cadets in mind. We are the reason the school exist right? Maybe a student board to
review big policy would be a good idea. For instance, the NHL considered changes in NHL fights and had
a player board to look over the changes because they knew best the implications of such changes. Thank
you. I hope to see change soon. Failure to change anything at the end Of this survey period will result in
more distrust of the school very much like the tac reviews.
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How could parking at the Citadel be improved? What solutions would you offer?

As a night student my parking experience is very different than that of the day students. I arrive late
enough that most parking is open.

Parking shouldn’t be upwards of $500 for no security of your vehicle, almost a half mile walk, you’re forced
to move your car for visitors at home events, and THE FUNDS FOR IMPROVING PARKING SHOULD
NOT BE GOING TO THE ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT OR ANYTHING THAT DOESNT INCLUDE THE
IMPROVEMENT OF PARKING

Build a parking garage

Stop  over Cadets. We pay to go to this school. Giving parking to people who consistently
preform  job on campus wether is the disrespectful messhall staff or other over-prioritized jobs is
absurd.  Additionally, the additions to Blue Book regarding punishments for mis-parking is wrong. Cadets
have extremely  limited parking, so punishing them for tying to find a practical way to park or move
vehicles for football games is completely wrong and is an abuse of power.  One suggestion is to actually
have a selective admission system and accept less people. This is an issue for another discussion, but
accepting such a large number of applicants is diluting the prestige of the college and overcrowding the
Cadet resources. For how much The Citadel prides it’s self in producing “principled leaders” the Senior
Leadership at The Citadel is hypocritical and using the system to take advantage of Cadet’s willingness to
comply to all demands.  The issue with parking is one many issues that needs to be resolved at The
Citadel, but ultimately the problem reflects the new toxic culture within The Citadel by Senior Leadership
manipulating Cadets into being principled compliance Cadets in the place of principled leaders. Thank
you, rest.

Maybe just maybe put our parking fees all in parking and not split it up between athletics, a general fund,
and then parking. Make a official parking management team whose job it is to improve parking conditions.
Actually put a price and a date on the new parking garage that the school has been talking about for 5+
years now. Let us know exactly where our money is going so we don’t have to wonder where it is going.
Actually make improvements to the current parking such as new gravel, fill in the ditches, etc.

Yeah so, parking  on this campus, thanks for making me move my vehicle for every event, really
appreciate that.  Don't know how you get away with charging so much for parking passes especially when
you have people parking at altman who have to walk for +5 min and they have to move every football
game to MUSC, really just a slap in the face to cadets who already have to pay to come to  school in
the first place.

Develop another parking lot

Less expensive option for parking pass for graduate assistants.

Pave Altman. Have a small golf cart to help people with lots of bags get to their lot.

Build a parking garage then use one of the lots to create a field house for baseball/soccer/all other aports
except for football because they already have an entire turf field.

Allow cadets to park around parade deck on weekends

Use the money we pay for reasonable things like adding gravel to parking lots so there is less flooding,
also lower costs of parking passes, we have higher cost parking passes than most colleges including
USC, yet our cost of school is also much more than theirs.

A vast improvement in parking could be managed by acquiring the lots just parallel to the Citadel/ River
Dogs baseball stadium. Thus, making sophomore cadets park in these lots, all juniors in Stadium East and
Altman, and allowing seniors to park on campus. Because junior sword barriers would be alleviated from
campus parking, seniors wouldn’t take up all of the spots on campus. Therefore, allowing graduate
students and military undergraduates to have ample parking on campus. Many spots would be available
for sophomore, junior and senior cadets thus allowing the immense parking prices to recede.

Parking garage in kovats  stadium east and Altman center. Rent it out over the summer or even for
baseball games. 10531327
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How could parking at the Citadel be improved? What solutions would you offer?

How about the school get a parking garage like they suggested in previous years (2015). One parking
garage in City Gym and/or one in Altman with a cross walk between the two (like MUSC). Parking prices
are way too high and for people who can’t afford the price and do NOT live in state and need a place to
put their car it’s easier to pay off a parking fine then it is to pay $600+ for a little decal that’s just going to
come right off at the end of the year. Converse College students do not even pay for parking. This is a
serious issue that needs to be resolved.

Create a few parking garages on campus where there are already parking spaces and use additional
parking spaces for more academic buildings and/or barracks and mess halls.  In the short term this will be
expensive, but as time goes on and there are more students the prices will go down for parking and
tuition.

Honestly,  charging people for parking who already pay tuition fees should be a crime.

All is handled well and there is a dedicated Public Safety Department to handle the aspects.

On campus parking garage

Restructure the current lots. Start with a clean slate and engineer the parking area with the maximum
amount of spaces. This specifically applies to city gym and Altman

Not jack up prices for a parking spot that I get ticketed for a spot that says faded out "CADET." If you don't
want us parking places, make it very clear. Also, we pay too much money for a simple parking spot that we
have to move cars every so often. If we have a spot and paid for it, it's ours. I shouldn't have to be
inconvenienced to put my car in a parking garage or I'll be towed. If people visit the campus, they need to
understand parking is limited and cadets should have priority.

The cost of a Citadel parking ticket is ~$25, according to friends of mine who have been ticketed for
parking violations. The cost of a CGC graduate student parking permit is ~$75--which defeats the purpose
of buying it if ticket prices are so low. Unless the Citadel has better parking by next semester, I will have to
start parking near the stadium because I don't understand the current pricing situation. It is rather
inconvenient, yet I know that parking in Charleston is tricky anyway; it's a much better situation than what
CofC students have, but it can be improved.

A parking garage would be a good solution so you wont have to worry about flooding and the potholes on
Capers Hall parking lot could be  avoided.

The ticket prices should definitely be lowered. The last college I attended only charged $90 a semester.
Also it’s ridiculous we have to move our vehicles off campus for events or be threatened with towing and
punishments when we have to pay so much for the parking.

Build a parking garage.  Its long overdue.  Campus leadership has been derelict in not getting this done.

Seniors and juniors get parking spots and use parking spots for sophomores an an academic incentive.

For graduate students who only take 1 - 2 classes, $72 doesn't seem worth it with the little amount of time
spent on campus.

Lower parking prices and build a parking garage

Since I am a graduate student with 1 class downtown a week at night, I wish there was a cheaper parking
pass option for evenings only.

Offer lower prices for spots not on campus.

Add more on campus spots.

I believe that more parking spaced would be a big help.

We all pay the same amount of money regardless of where we are parked. I believe on campus spots
should remain the same price and the off campus parking spots should be less due to the condition of the
parking lots, and travel time to get to and from your legal spot.
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How could parking at the Citadel be improved? What solutions would you offer?

I think that the school needs to fix the parking off campus. Why? because often my car has to be moved
due to a football game or something that has to do with Haggood Stadium. I should be able to park in the
space I paid so much for and not have an issue like that.  Other than that I understand space is an issue.

Stop giving people tickets for stupid reasons and stop making people move their cars for events. If I am
going to pay all that money for a spot at least let me keep it all the time

Parking garage built on top of the tennis courts

there needs to be a parking garage or some other parking lot nearer to school, preferably on campus. the
$600 for a gravel lot which gets broken into and we are required to leave every closed weekend is
honestly a pain in the butt. and if you accidentally forget something in your car your basically gonna leave
it until the next leave period because its a hike to get to.

Parking passes should not be managed by cadets. They tend to help their friends and  others over.

Building a parking deck

Commuting cadets need to have different parking passes that are able to be removed, to avoid being
mistaken for a regular cadet who is in civilian clothes when driving anywhere.

The Citadel is growing rapidly and with the inclusion of Veterans and other non-cadet students it is
unrealistic to continue to have current parking situation. As recently as 2017 I was a Veteran-Day student
(undergrad) and rarely found legal parking, was consistently late because of parking and the areas that I
was told were for veterans were regularly overfull. It was frustrating to pay the cost for a parking pass and
never have a spot to justify paying for the pass. In fact, it became more cost effective to not pay for the
pass park illegally and just pay the ticket if I was given one. With the size of the campus and the number of
students The Citadel has to consider either offsite parking or a parking garage a real possibility to
accommodate those students who have to drive every day. I always felt like those students driving to
classes were not considered since the large majority of students (cadets) lived on campus and usually did
not leave during the day. If veterans and non-cadets are going to continue to be allowed to attend, then
these students also have to be given adequate place to park.

A parking garage on campus to fit more cadets would be very helpful in preventing people having to move
their cars if the lot floods and more parking availability

Often, parking spots along the Avenue of Remembrance are set aside for dignitaries. It would be nice if an
email was sent out ahead of time to let students know when these areas will be unavailable for parking.
That way we know to look for our secondary and third options for parking instead of driving all the way
around the parade field.

Don’t let football staff and cheerleaders park in Wilson in times of leave. I have had a number of occasions
where I can’t find a spot in Wilson and had to inform public safety that I was going to park in a faculty spot,
and move my vehicle as soon as I could, due to people parking in Wilson with no form of citadel parking
decal being parked in cadet spots. Also, a better marking of where cadet parking ends in Rifle Range. I
was ticketed for parking in anfacutly spot in Rifle Range but had a pass to park there because I was in a
“Facutly” spot that was not marked either way.

Parking is very expensive and while I don't have much trouble arriving early in the morning if a day has a
later schedule finding parking is a nightmare, which shouldn't be the case for the cost. I am also a large
believer that because it's so much parking should be more walkable considering large amounts of carrying
around campus.

While the possibility of one may be difficult, a parking garage would be an excellent investment. It would
supply cadets with a reliable, convenient location to park their vehicles. Also in situations such as Parent's
Day or flooding where additional parking is required, cadets would have a trusted location. Public safety
could work in the kiosk and also have a place to park their vehicles. As it was previously mentioned finding
a location to build one would be a challenge, but it there would be no shortage of use.
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How could parking at the Citadel be improved? What solutions would you offer?

Get more cadet parking in Kovats because there is plenty of space and living in Stevens Barracks would
be a minute walk to Kovats instead of going all the way to Stadium East to get my car. And for football
games the only people who really need to move their cars are the altman and city gym parking. I look at
Stadium East, where I park, every game and nobody ever parks there for the games, literally there are 30+
open spaces every game. Its because all of the visitors park in city gym and altman to tailgate, I just do not
think that I should have to move my car for football games when nobody is even parking in those spots
during the game.

Expand Kovats. Tear down the apartments behind wilson field and put a small parking deck.

It is totally unclear to visitors where one can park.  Cadets at the gate have not been in a position to
advise.  Signage does not exist that says a visitor to campus can park in a given location.  It is very hard
for anyone visiting campus to know where and how to park"legally".  Thus, hard to get people to meet
conveniently on campus, or for visitors to enjoy the library, food locations, etc.

The only time I might have an issue with parking is trying to park in front of the bookstore. The parking
spaces always seem to be filled and there are signs that say no student parking between certain hours
and I just need to get in the bookstore for a few minutes. I am a grad student that comes one day out of
the week at night so my parking isn't usually a situation.

Lower prices, and more parking spots in places that don't flood

More on campus for cadets.

Not having parking passes so ridiculously expensive that those with cars and can not pay because they
can not afford it are left stuck with no options. And to not try and regulate in areas they have no jurisdiction
over.

Give us parking lots that don’t flood! I can deal with gravel, but stop the flooding. I drive a honda that’s low
to the ground and anytime it rains I wonder if my car will float away

1) lower parking pass prices, or at least make known to parkers why they cost so much 2) BOV should
invest in putting a large size parking deck (4-5 levels, don't  it) on campus, or at one of the off-
campus parking lots. I think there's too much money being invested in Chick-Fil-A's/Starbucks or towards
the sports programs (when we can't even have a winning season in any sport) when that money could
actually be used towards making something actually useful and tangible

Build a bigger parking lot because walking all the way to Stadium East is a hassle just to get something

Stop making us move our cars from the parking spaces that we pay hundreds of dollars for for football
games that are a waste of our tuition pls.

If I have to walk more than 10mins to get to my car I shouldn’t be paying the same $600+ as someone that
gets to walk straight out of their room and get to their cars in >3 minutes. Prices should vary by how close
they are to the campus. I’m not sure what the money is going to but the parking spaces are there
regardless of how much we spend if I’m spending 10s of thousands of dollars to go here and live here I
shouldn’t have to pay $700 more to park where I live. Having a car isn’t a luxury if all needs are not suited
by on campus resources (I.e. not selling buns for females, barber shop workers cutting people’s heads
and giving uneven haircuts that turn out worse than an overgrown haircut that was in regs). The fact that
seniors that were not at the school when everyone else was had on campus spaces saved for them was
also unfair. If I made every effort to get to school and buy my parking pass when we were told to report
back and a senior did not, why is the deficient senior parking in infirmary lot and I’m parking in city gym?

It’s really not too bad, it will never be perfect, I wish there could be enough parking so that cadets did not
always have to move there cars for football games, spots around barracks are a little too small, and the
curb you go over to park at Murray barracks is too high and seems to be terrible for a car, but other than
that I do not have much complaint. I am lucky to park at Murray barracks so I am sure those who do not
have a battalion spot will have more complaints than me.

Give ALL cadets spots on campus
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How could parking at the Citadel be improved? What solutions would you offer?

Ensure vet parking is for vets and not visitors, cadets, Hampton park users, football practice spectators
etc.

I think parking passes are far too high. After class prices and books, 100+ for a place to park for a GA
when I barely make enough for rent is unfair. Parking enforcement are always reasonable and friendly
though.

Make sure that on campus parking goes to juniors and seniors before sophomores.

I believe that if there was ever a different parking lot added to the campus, there need to be larger spots.  I
drive a 3/4 ton truck, and the parking spots are too small to allow me to use my mirrors to back in, and I
am always worried even when fully in the parking spot and totally centered, that mine will end up being hit
by another car's door.

Don't allow sophomores without rank to not have a vehicle unless they have a reasonable excuse. Make
the registration dates separated by year. Follow the schedule for registering.

I think the Citadel public safety should spend less time writing parking tickets and more time solving actual
crimes that occur on campus. I had $150 and $50 stolen from my room last year, I made a report to public
safety and never heard a thing about it after and I’m not even sure it got investigated. I agree that the
school needs to require students to register their cars but, I do not think it’s fair that a parking spot directly
outside a cadets battalion is the same price as a spot that’s a mile walk from the cadets battalion, these
parking passes at far too overpriced for what you get. You are forced to move your car from campus every
other weekend for football games or get tours and generally in life if you buy a parking pass for a year, it’s
your spot for a year and doesn’t need to be mpved. So yes I do believe parking at the citadel can be
improved.

I think that the rate(the cost) of the parking pass is extremely high. As someone who is not from South
Carolina it would be cheaper for me to illegally park on campus and move my car every few days. The
amount of tickets I would get would more than likely not equal the amount of money I spend on the parking
pass. My solution is, lower the price of the parking passes. Make them more affordable (lets say 150$ for
the year, so 75$ per semester). I believe that would improve moral a lot more than you think.

This is my first semester at the Citadel as a Veteran student. I was unaware of any free parking and was
told to purchase a parking pass. 72$ per semester seems a bit excessive and doesn't quite help the
Veterans situations who are without jobs. Maybe a slight reduction in cost could benefit a lot of day
students or even somehow work with the VA coordinator to include it in the cost of tuition if you can't
reduce the price. Overall parking doesn't seem to be much of a hassle for me since most of my closes are
in the proximity of where I park, at least for this semester. Another suggestion I have is to create a space
for Purple Heart recipients. If I am not mistaken, there are a few colleges across the US that also have
this. It just shows a little appreciation and respect for someone who might attend.

Look into purchasing a parking garage

Reduce permit prices or make the current price for yearly parking to include summer Stop allowing the
general vet lot to be filled with random  (piles of mulch, gravel, etc blocking multiple parking spots)
Stop forcing active duty personnel to park on the far edges of campus, instead allow them the same
parking availability as faculty/staff since they all work here too

Not letting junior cadets have better parking spots than senior cadets.

Lower price parking passes, and add more spaces

Parking at The Citadel can be improved. Trying to regulate how a car sits in a parking spot is a start. For
some, it is easier to back into a space and then just get in and drive out when the cadet is ready. Also,
why not try and find a license plate sticker or a sticker that does not leave a film on windows after they are
removed after the year? Is that too much to ask for? The school could invest in paving the lots off campus.
After doing so the drains could help with flooding issues. Invest money where it is needed.

Build a parking deck
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How could parking at the Citadel be improved? What solutions would you offer?

It would be helpful for veteran/graduate students to be able to park behind Capers before 4pm. There are
many activities that require us to come to school earlier than our 4pm start time and it would be beneficial
to be able to use my parking pass for all of the assignments I have to come to school for without needing
to move my car. So, if we could park in that lot starting at 2pm, for instance, that would be helpful.

Making Faculty/Staff parking from 7-4. It gives evening students a chance to find parking without the
chance of getting a ticket because there was nowhere else to park.

Free parking

Make parking available closer to batallions

Due to the fact that I park on dirt and rocks everyday, I'm not quite sure why I pay so much to park. The
gravel road/parking spots are not kept up, nor are the normal parking spots clearly painted and cleaned
(leaves blown off). To charge for parking, I believe it is ridiculous. Vehicles are not protected from the
public, therefore security isn't even an excuse for the cost of parking. Parking enforcement is mediocre at
best, and there are constantly unauthorized vehicles (or vehicles with no permit) parking in my general
location. The solution would be to get rid of parking costs or lower them substantially to satisfy the product
of our parking lots. We are not parking on gold and shouldn't have to pay like we were.

Paved parking areas.

Stop letting smacks have cars

My daily parking at Capers Hall is sufficient. The biggest shortcoming that I find is attempting to park on
the Avenue of Remembrance if I need to swing into the library or the bookstore and do not have time to
make it from Capers Hall and back before class. As a graduate student coming from my place of
employment I do not always have the luxury of extra time.  There are additional parking lots near the
bookstore that often have open spots but from how I read the signage it appears that graduate students
cannot park there. Something as simple as opening these parking lots after the peak of the day would be
tremendously beneficial for graduate students in my predicament.

Build a parking garage like most other colleges and universities.

More spaces for cars to park

Build a parking garage in Kovats then everyone can park on campus and not have to pay $600 to park a
mile off campus. Seems like the only viable solution that will work for years to come as the Corp is getting
larger.

Free parking areas or lower cost parking permit. Even with permit, lot is often full.

In every way

N/A

Quit breaking that law when "Parking Fees" of $600+ are being used for ATHLETICS instead. Not only is
this against the State Code, but it is also immoral and unethical. It appears "Honor Duty Respect" is only a
selling point to make money off of cadets and doesn't include the financial decisions.  Build a parking deck
and residential apartments where the housing is currently. There is money for it. City Gym floods (I had to
repair my car from flood damage), infirmary and rifle range floods, and a parking garage could solve that.

At most, I am on campus for 4 hours each day. It seems ridiculous to pay for a parking pass for this.

Parking is a premium. There is nothing you can do. The campus police should contact before writing a
ticket or offer a grace period.
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How could parking at the Citadel be improved? What solutions would you offer?

I have one major problem with infirmary lot (at least it is major in my eyes as I try to take care of my car).  I
swear that every 2 weeks a new ding appears in my quarter panels or doors because of cadets opening
their doors and not caring about the car parked next to them.  I understand why the spaces are packed so
tightly, but I even have a narrow-bodied car and this is a regular occurrence regardless.  I try to take the
spots along the tree-line in infirmary that are slightly askew from the rest so that I can hug the parking line
on the open side so there is more space for other cars to not slam their doors into mine.  Also, from what
I've heard there is a thought of making parking on campus a junior privilege.  This would drastically reduce
the demand for the time being until certain expansions are developed in parking facilitation.  This could
allow you to widen the spots around campus and even redistribute the faculty and staff parking spots to
the available spots in normal cadet lots with this lowered demand.

just lower prices

I am a Grad student that works full time and only comes to campus once a week at night. I park in visitor
parking. As a teacher, my budget is pretty tight and $70+ for a parking permit isn't worth it to me.

More parking close to the library. It can seriously affect the usability of the library as a study space if it
takes too long to walk to and from my car.

More parking space for visitor.

Create a parking lot/multiple parking lots for cadets that are closer to the main campus or just as far as
Altman and Stadium East.

As a female student, I sometimes will go to a different library because it can be so hard to park by it. I do
not feel comfortable walking to do not feel comfortable walking far at night.

more spots on campus




